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A mRNA Christmas...
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$100,000. We see it as more of a question of
time"
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FDA Releases More Data On "Adverse Reactions" To
Pfizer Vaccine

BY TYLER DURDEN THURSDAY, DEC 23, 2021 - 05:15 AM
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As the FDA prepares to approve Pfizer's new pill for treating high-risk patients infected
with COVID, more information about dangerous side effects tied to its vaccine are
coming to light.

Just yesterday, we reported another death tied to the vaccine in New Zealand. Now,
documents released by the FDA reveal that drugmaker Pfizer recorded nearly 160K
adverse reactions to its COVID vaccine in the initial months of its rollout.

The data were obtained by a group of doctors, professors, and journalists calling
themselves Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency. They filed a
Freedom of Information Act request with the FDA asking for their release. And the first
tranche of documents revealed that, as of February 2021, when Pfizer’s shot was being
rolled out worldwide on an emergency basis, the drugmaker had compiled more than
42K case reports detailing nearly 160K individual adverse reactions to the vaccine.

The data show the bulk of the adverse event cases, both serious and non-serious, were
classified as "general disorders".

Among the more common conditions reported were fevers (pyrexia), fatigue, and
diarrhea, among others.

But perhaps the most surprising number in the entire report is that more than 1K of
these cases were fatal in the US. All told, more than 3K deaths have been linked to the
vaccine, something that's in line with the company's own data. Critics have argued that
some of the deaths can't be conclusively linked to the vaccine, but others have instead
insisted that the number of deaths might still be underreported.

Keep in mind, these data were used by the FDA to declare the Pfizer jab safe, which it
did for Americans aged 16 and older in August. It has since been approved for children
as young as five, along with booster doses for people aged 16 and up as of last week.

Readers can find the complete breakdown of data from Public Health and Medical
Professionals For Transparency below:
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5.3.6 Cumulative Analysis of Post-authorization Adverse Event Reports

Figure 1. Total Number of BNT162b2 AEs by System Organ Classes and Event

Seriousness

Table 2 shows the most commonly (≥2%) reported MedDRA (v. 23.1) PTs in the overall

dataset (through 28 February 2021),

Table 2. Events Reported in ≥2% Cases  n
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In a sane world they would've stopped giving the vax out at 50-100 deaths.

Instead they pushed forward because none of this ever had anything to do
with covid.

Thousands have died from these shots. Probably tens of thousands if not
hundreds.

This is genocide.

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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At least two million in the US to date, and the numbers are ramping up
rapidly.

Esso
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The Pfizer vaccine is very efficient at killing people. They should’ve
named it Zyklon P.    ;-)

Looney

Looney
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That's the problem, it's not very efficient at killing. Hence the
need for 1, 2, n "boosters." They're getting impatient.

Esso
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I look at it more like each dose speeds the process up but
even the first one was enough to start the process.

The purpose of multiple shots is to release multiple variants.

Everyone started getting the first round of shots and BOOM
delta happened (believe it started in Israel first - interestingly
enough as they started vaxing everyone first)

Then the boosters started onto the scene and BOOM we get
Omnicron.

I think each shot speeds up the process but each shot is
designed to release a new variant so the entire cycle of fear
can restart.

My fear is in the long run all these boosters add up to a super
strain that really does kill billions of people - that might be
something these morons dont see coming - or perhaps it is.

Scary times.

Get out of the cities.

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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We will not have enough Greek letters for what we will get. 
 

Glad that nobody surviving or escaping the jabs will care. 

BetaGap
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Wait a sec... if the Jews in Palestine are the evil overlords
then why is it they are eradicating their own with these clot
shots? The rates of vaccination of the Palestinians is like
20%

CDN_Rebel
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You say guns don't kill people, people do. Well guess what,
guns don't end tyranny...

People do.

ItsAllBollocks
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Ever think it's possible the people behind this want Israel
dead?

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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Delta was from India

CQ CQ 20m
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%
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PREMIUM 16 hours ago
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You people are INSANE, or you’re paid Chinese trolls.

Small people with small minds.

It’s why you don’t have PhD’s in advanced biology and
medical sciences. You’re  high-functioning chimps.

Scratch your nits in private.

LaugherNYC1
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The amount of small hat trolls desperately shilling the
narrative today is a sure sign things are falling apart.

Plebian
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Country all fulled up.

Shelter in place...

GG500
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They stop everything when they possibly find one head of
lettuce for listeria!

Burn the crops, recall products - send out press releases!

BLOTTO
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@Laugher NYC - please, for the love of God, take your
booster

WeNamedTheDogIndiana
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“… so the entire cycle of fear can restart.“

Well said. We’ve watched the cycles repeating since before
OMB was chosen as president. Ever since, it’s been a great
facade of fears hurled at the less than aware faces, and
quite effectively tossed their way. 
Smells like teen OSS… to me. 

wolf pup
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Delta was from Faber College

Milton Maynard Cheese
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Anyone like Jumbles?

Did you know that Delta/Omicron spell Media Control? LOL,
can't make this stuff up.

SoilMyselfRotten
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1 hour ago
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Omicron is the exception to the rule, it produces a mild cold
in most people and theoretically could signal the end of the
pandemic - World Wide about 9 people have died from it
and they already had other medical conditions which would
have killed them anyway, so taking vaccines and booster
shots is down right crazy, against it.

But those behind the vaccine drive don't want the pandemic
to end yet, while there are millions more to be vaccinated
(killed) because The Great Reset intends to drive the human
population down to 50,000 or 500,000 depending on who
you read, with the Elite in control via Big Pharma and
possibly Joseph Rothschild and they dictate who lives and
who dies - "You will own nothing and you will be happy" -
Yeah sure - and what will you, the Elite be doing in the
meantime, a "Jeffrey Epsein" because nobody can stop
you?

Anyone ever seen the movie Solyent Green, if you can find it
anywhere download it and watch it - a take on what the
future holds for "us", bearing in mind that the Globalists
regard us all as "Human Garbage" and you know what
happens to "Garbage" right - of particular interest in Solyent
Green is what happens to the servants, when they go on
holiday, effectively being "retired" from length of quality
service, to their Elite masters!!

Even if this is the end of the pandemic, those of you who
have been vaccinated can't get the mRNA, particles and
Graphene Oxide out of your bodies and whatever they do to
you internally, will continue to happen, because your future
has already been determined by the vaccines you had.

Only we, who have not been vaccinated with ANY vaccines,
will live to see what life will be like after the pandemic

Richard Noakes
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Visual evidence.

Telegram: Contact @TommyRobinsonNews

Countrybunkererd
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Proof of pre-planning the events

Telegram: Contact @TommyRobinsonNews

Countrybunkererd
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Dear FDA...  ?

Sir Edge

FDA Releases More Data On "Adverse Reactions"
To Pfizer Vaccine
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Would 'Death' be considered an Adverse Reaction... Just
asking for a Friend who died from the FDA 'approved' Pfizer
Jabacine... 
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Open VAERS (Vaccine Adverse Events Reporting System,
set up by the CDC):

18,853 deaths, 30,010 permanently disabled through Nov
12, 2021

894,143 reports of Adverse Reactions

Multiply by at least 10, maybe 100, to get accurate
numbers.

Perimetr
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It’s been meant to cull the elders. Those who have memory of
the Before Times. 

wolf pup
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Look, I’m anti vaccine but where the HELL is the total
number vaccinated? I’m sick and tired of this incomplete
reporting! I almost embarrassed myself the last time I
shared something like this

Jade_Dragon
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Nuremberg 2.0

911truther
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%
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Yeah, about that.

And the Clinton campaign will be prosecuted 5 ears ago
and counting.

"Nuremberg 2.0" won't even happen this century.

SUMMARY JUSTICE.

Byte Me
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Nuremberg 2.0… no way for it not to happen.  Few
Americans are awake to the Clintons.  The genocide is
worldwide and it’s becoming more and more obvious by the
day.

Zero chance Nuremberg won’t happen.

911truther
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It is, but you need to have at least 1 real dose, and wait for 3
years.

They mix in placebos and various experiments, to get enough
humans on the death train required some indecent haste and
force now.

PrivetHedge

it's not very efficient at killing
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%
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there is 50% to 80% fake shots. Placebo in other words 

Brian l
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160K individual adverse reactions to the vaccine in the first 3
months. This according to Pfizer data. Let that sink in. What are
the real numbers up to date end 2021? What are the effects of a
third injection?
This stuff will be mandated worldwide soon. 
What can we do?
https://t.me/covidmemesmemes

AvoidingTaxation
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"Welcome to the con, ladies and gentlemen, we create a
virus, SCARE you to death, force a DEADLY 'cure' on you
through our fascists in government, and rake in BILLION$
and BILLION$." - Pfizer

 

thatyam
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Look at the numbers it is easy math. People between the
ages of 50 to 65 are around a total of 62.8 million people
current population. We are getting ready to retire. The
system cannot support that. It will crash. TPTB have
decided the easy way out is to kill off  as many of that age
group. And add additional new young workewith illegals
from down south. Make no mistake, this is war, just different
from last time.

NumNutt
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NumNutt - Yes, and the same is true in MANY other
industrialized countries.

And some of the European countries have retirement ages
quite a bit lower than the USA.

Let me go back to the Deagel future population forecast of a
few years ago.  It was in the industrialized countries they
were predicting massive population drops by 2025.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Organize locally, be ready for war.  Pray and work towards
restoring election integrity and maybe we can avoid combat
related death and destruction.

Don’t look for leaders - be one.

SMC
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250,000,000 vaccine doses administered in the US

1,000 of these cases were fatal in the US

0.0004%

So efficient!!

Xof
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No, not 1000. FAR MORE than that.

The 1000 was in the first few months and those are Pfizer's
published numbers...which means they're a LIE of under-
reporting.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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It's not just the deaths - although they are heart-breaking
enough - it's the plethora of side-effects and the fact that
people who suffer these, even when they suspect it is due to
the vax, are often told that it is "unpossible" ... that they had
the illness coming anyway.

Whatever the injection it is, by no stretch of the imagination, a
vaccine. It is as risky as the corona, which makes it, for me, a
none-sensical option. But now it is being pushed, once again
in lockstep, as "mandatory" ... it stinks and it's about time that
more people stopped using their 10 minutes of hate against
the unvaxxed and started directing it against their
puppeticians!

Model-M
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Vaccines are typically halted at 10 deaths...which is a lot fewer
than 1,000...wouldn't you agree?

DanDaley
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Zyklon B was used to delouse clothing and artifacts.  If you think
it served a genocidal purpose, then you might as well believe the
plandemic hoax as well.

eyewillcomply
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Your a dumb fok! LOL

ralphyg57
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Hallucinating.  Show me the data. Show me the facts.

How much you get paid by the CCP, Essie baby?

LaugherNYC1
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How much does Hasbara pay you is the relevant question
Solomon.

Plebian
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He's knows the data.

Just another naive schmuck with Covid vax remorse. It's in his
body and he can't get it out.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Someone got the jab..buyers remorse? The more info we have
the more things just keeps getting
worse.  https://www.bitchute.com/video/h7vN3bpKFn9j/
 

Ignorance is bliss
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Yep, lots of CCP trolls that happen to be very good at English.
Pizz off. 

ssgredux
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Just astounding it's not obvious to everyone at this point.

Listen to Dr. Peter McCollugh, or Dr. Suchrit Bakhti, or Drs. Sherri
Tenpenny, Vernon Coleman, David Martin, Pierre Kory, Charles
Hoffe, Michael Yeadon, Robert Malone, Judy Mikovits, Gert Van
Der Bosch, Tess Laurie, Dolores Cahill, Simone Gold, Chris
Martensen and on and on and on.

 

kathaleend
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Some American Woman wrote on breitbart. I  will take Pfizer its
American its safer than Astra Zeneca blah blah blah. Indeed you are
correct a lot of people have died but Pfizer was driven by money in
the American system. This is no vaccine it neither cures nor stops
transmission. Its a kind of immunization therapy drug to dampen
effects of virus but you must keep boosting it. Big Pharma, Money,
Greed rinse and repeat. 

SiSops
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Everyone who’s been injected with the poison will die from the
poison, only a matter of time sadly. This will go down in history as
the greatest mass genocide ever, we’re talking billions with an ‘s’.
 

The western world is gone, leaving Russia, China (that started this)
and third world countries. Anyone see a pattern yet?

ZiggyStarDust
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If you are quoting VAERS, those figures are out x 41 - VAERS get
one entry and they log one injury or death without reading the entry
to see what else it says about other deaths - about 799 reported on
one entry = 1 death sort of thing, so VAERS is horribly under
reported and one it is necessary to multiply those figures by 41 to
arrive at the rough numbers - more in the ballpark sort of thing and
then there is the UK Yellow Card Scheme and EudraViligance, the
European Union one which overs 27 of the Countries in Europe, but
not all of them - the deaths and injuries from vaccine is in the
millions.

I understand that VAERS is complicated to fill out and it is on a
timer, so if you don't get all of the entries in quick enough, it resets
to zero and you have to try again, quicker, which it puts a lot of
people off doing, because time is money.

Richard Noakes
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the reactions to the VAERs database are grealty under-reported.

I suspect only 10-20% of the reactions have been reported.

WHY ?

the cost to enter the data

Its 20-40 minutes for each report

Hospitals dont get paid to report these events. The government isnt
paying them to enter the data.

PLUS

there is huge motive to under report severe reactions and deaths so
they can push false data to make it appear more safe.

Almost everything in the USA is CURRUPT now.

 

GoldenDebt
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My sister is now going on day 3 of being hospitalized after her
booster and flu shot. I have no idea what poison she went with.
When I say after I'm thinking it has been 3 weeks since she took
them.

My dad spent most of the day with her and this is what I have
gathered. They have no idea what is wrong with her. She's now
puking quite frequently and having terrible headaches. I specifically
asked if "vaccine injury" was discussed and of course it was not. 

 

Green2Delta
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My office colleague's wife got Shingles right after the booster. 

They gave her Oxy for nerve pain, but sounds like it could go on
for several months. 

And I know this woman....she is all gym and yoga and is in great
shape for a 40 year old gal. 

Too much to ascribe to coincidence. 

Make_Mine_A_Double
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My husband's cousin has the same problem. Three specialists
and several months later, she is still suffering with no cure in
sight. However, they all assure her that this is not related to her
jab. I don't know which one she got.

 

Wide-Eyed and Innocent
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Covid  ( and I am also assuming getting injected
with mystery science juice) appears to exacerbate and
amplify preexisting conditions. This is completely anecdotal
evidence though. However after catching the coof,
everything I had wrong with me was amplified after getting
it. I would love others to weigh in on their experiences.
Apologies to both of you for the pain and suffering of your
loved ones.

Saddam Miser
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Saddam's Miser - I have some info to share that will interest
you but, not sure you will even see this because the Reply
option stopped under Wide-Eyed and isn't under your
comment.

We'd have to figure-out another way to make a fresh
comment string. Then others can add to it also.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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@Pretzel, any information is welcome, I check back
occasionally when requesting info. Please post any relevant
info, I’d love to see it. Thanks In advance.

Saddam Miser
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Yep , shingles seems common. My mother-in-law got it big
time on her right after booster, and they ended up prescribing
her 10 days of antibiotics, too. 

One sharp and good colleague got so dazed from the booster
he spontaneously started dropping stuff off his hands (some
sort of short-circuit up there). He drove home and said he was
so out he left the car door wide open for the night and had no
recollection in the morning.

Crazy stuff. 

Jultorsk
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A friend's elderly father got two doses. Some time later he
was taken to a hospital in  an ambulance. There, eventually,
they diagnosed him with some blood issues. When well
enough he was released but ended up at his daughter's
place because he wasn't able to look after himself anymore.
He couldn't even open bottles, his strength was gone. He
also slept a lot. As we can imagine he went downhill and
was taken back to hospital where he is still today, lying in
bed, confused (last time the daughter visited he thought he
was in a garage and begged his daughter to take him home)
and still sick with same blood disorder. 

My friend says it's the jabs that turned this old pharmacist
into a bed ridden patient.

Just this week we heard of a generally healthy older male
relative who was recently diagnosed with chronic
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relative who was recently diagnosed with chronic
lymphocytic leukemia. He was vaxxinated this year. Yes, this
cancer occurs in older people but could it be possible that
his immune system is now suppressed due to c-jabs, like
some reports mention?

Oh, and I forgot to mention a 43-year-old family friend who
now  has clots in her legs after being vaxxed. No previous
clot history.
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That's really sad, Green2Delta. I hope she recovers asap!

bidennotmyprez99
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So sorry to read this. A neighbor had a horrible reaction to J&J -
severe immune system response. She survived but is a shadow
of her formerly very fit and active self. No ETA on how long it may
take to fully recover.

Finance Chick
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Well it's probably going to be just like a broken hip... It'll
eventually heal overtime, marginally, and very very slowly...
Which basically means never, fugget' about a full recovery
essentially. And unlike a hip you can't fix the immune system
with "spare parts", once it's compromised/damaged it usually
is permanent

0 K

 severe immune system response

No ETA on how long it may take to fully recover. 
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I'm sorry to hear about your sister.

AlmostDead
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%
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I thought you said she had liver failure? At any rate, as your sister,
I hope she gets well soon. God Bless

CQ CQ 20m
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Plus many VAERS reports are deleted.  

Pioneer.Valley.Man
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By whom?

Stonkker
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It's "owned" by CDC so obviously by CDC.

BTW the CDC is NOT part of the US government executive or
any other part.  It's an independence, non-profit corporation
just like the Fed or most Think Tanks.  Which makes the "CDC
eviction moratorium" even more profoundly illegal.

JSG
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Under the FD&C Act, any illness, reaction or otherwise experienced
by the recipient within six months of taking a vaccine must be
reported to the VAERS database. It's basically a federal crime if you
do not, yet I doubt anyone has been prosecuted. There was a nurse
interviewed a few months back, I can't remember where otherwise
I'd post the reference, but she was told not to report any adverse
reactions and would lose her job if she did. I know of people who
have had reactions, ended up in hospital, but "adverse reaction" has
not even been discussed. Its all b/s. These vaccines were rushed to
market without sufficient caution or testing, most likely because big
pharma realized they could make supernormal profits, test radical
medicines on an unsuspecting public and get away without any
liability. Notwithstanding there are a bunch of psychopathic public
servants who are getting a real kick out of all this, for whatever f'ked
up reason they have.  

told_ya_so
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They were not. You believe propaganda.

Vaxxes were created years back. There are patents that prove it.
Plus, there appear to be American Doctors who reviewed the
vaxxes in Autumn 2019, before the virus was acknowledged in
China. I can't, at the moment, locate the source(s) that support
that info.

No_Pretzel_Logic

These vaccines were rushed to market without sufficient
caution or testing
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Both Biden and Trump say to get vaxed. Is there some
problem?

Baron von Bud
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Yes, big problems. Much death and serious injuries from the
fuggin vaxxes.  They are corrupt retards.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Show us the long term studies on humans. 

zulu127
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I think that this might be the nurse you're looking for...or else the
one who worked on the Arizona Indian reservation hospital:

https://www.redvoicemedia.com/2021/09/whistleblower-nurse-
destroys-delta-narrative-vaccinated-patients-fill-hosptial/

DanDaley
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The problem is that CDC runs VAERS and CDC is NOT a Federal
agency - it's an independent non-profit that receives government
contracts to do what it does for the government.  It's like the
Rand Corporation or The Fed.  Intimately working with the
government but NOT actually part of it.

JSG
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Correct; people don't take the time to report a lot.  

banker_mbs
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German pathologist said 30-40% of autopsies showed the vax as the
cause of death, 40 autopsies.

Vaxxed Covid dead within 28 days of the shot.

TheLastTrump
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Short term damage is spike proteins causing blood clots. Midterm
damage is massive ADE and cytokine storms screwing up your
autoimmune system. Long term damage seems to be cancer and
infertility. 

bidennotmyprez99
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You have an active imagination.

LaugherNYC1
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Keep up the desperate shilling small hat.

Plebian
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i had to dip my toe into Daily Kos for this article-

CIA’s Extraordinary Role Influencing Liberal Media Outlets
Daily Kos, The Daily Beast, Rolling Stone

so i strolled down thru the headlines and found an article
about the Army and it's new jab......then i was shocked to
see they have comments??!!?.....fun stuff, here are a few;

- I got my booster shot this morning.  Maybe I have 6
months reprieve.  I’m still pretty nervous just getting on the
train to go to office.

- Thanks for staying careful.  I confess I still haven’t got on a
train or plane (or into someone else’s automobile) since St.
Patrick’s Day a year ago.

- Me neither. And I won’t see movies in theaters, go to large
shopping malls, or attend any large gathering no matter
where.

- I broke down and went to see Ghostbusters. In the
afternoon. Everyone has a weakness, lol. I found mine.

- I really want to see the new Spiderman, but it’s not worth
getting Omicrom over. We are living like it’s mid-2020 still.
And will be until there’s a scientifically valid reason not to do
so.

- I really, really wanna see the new Matrix movie on I-Max.
 But I will have to settle for home theater. 

🥺

 I was gonna
risk it, until the rise of Omicron. 

😣

- When I went in for my booster I asked if I could have one
of each. They said that might not be a great idea. And
besides, I didn’t have three arms….

++++++ This fits in with DoD’s drive to use as few things as
possible. It’s why everything uses the same fuel (jet fuel is
very close to diesel), why DARPA led the work to develop
artificial blood, and now a generic coronavirus vaccine. It’s
exciting research and I truly hope something comes out of
it. 

 

after several dozen comments i found NO one dissenting. 
comedy gold.

 

 

 

 

 

creviceCaress
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creviceCaress:

" after several dozen comments i found NO one dissenting. 
"

I suspect heavy handed censoring, just like every where
else.

MazeMerized
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We are allowed cremations in Kanada, autopsies?!  Wtf is that? 
Never heard of one.

beavertails
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BTW anyway else find it weird how many brothers have dropped dead
from this?

Home Run King Hank Aaron

Rapper DMX

HOF Boxer Marvin Hagler

Actor Michael K. Williams

Tigers 1b Coach Kimera Bartee

Then they wonder how the minorities are smart enough to stay away...

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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Yeah, a black dude I absolutely LOVED in my town died from Covid
early.  Salesman at the local power tool and tractor supply store.
Knew EVERYTHING about any kind of machine, engine, tech.
 GREAT GUY. Also morbidly obese and a former smoker.  His son is
the same.  He’s vaxxed.  Got covid this summer. Just saw him at
 Burger King.  Dude just keeps packing on the lbs. The vax appears
to be making up for an inherited addiction.

LaugherNYC1
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Irrrelevant. No one is interested in your jogger friends

Plebian
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Correction.  Made-up jogger friends.

brunski60
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Whites have been comfortable and accommodating for too long.
Muslim grooming gangs are already protected in the UK so under 10
years White slavery will be openly accepted; in the USA as well. 

WaterWings
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Legendary Chicago DJ Paul Johnson 

CNNs Midwin Charles

MFDOOM!!

I'm probably forgetting a few more

L Bean
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Pfizer, reducing life expectancy and population one jab at a time.

Undesignated Survivor
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According to VAERS 20,726 vaccine deaths this year, the actual totals
much, much higher.

Latest VAERS Estimate: 388,000 Americans Killed by the Covid
Vaccines
An independent derivation of the VAERS URF using the CMS death
data leads to a URF of 44.64 which then leads to a 388K excess death
estimate.
https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/latest-vaers-estimate-388000-
americans

hudiburgh
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Let me guess. You have to be injected with it to find out what is in it.

BTW it seems like $100 billion went missing from the covid-19 aid relief
programs. I wonder where that went.

 

 

HowdyDoody
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Into the pockets of politicians, their families, friends and campaign
donors. Same as it ever was.....

No_Pretzel_Logic
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When I read your post...my first thoughts. 

You ain't seen nothin' yet B-b-b-baby, you just ain't seen n-n-nothin'
yet Here's something that you never gonna forget B-b-b-baby, you just
ain't seen n-n-nothin' yet...

The vaccines are ultimate in genocidal
poisons. https://www.bitchute.com/video/h7vN3bpKFn9j/

Ignorance is bliss
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In a sane world they would have given early treatment and the vax
would have been a mute point.

Pardalis
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openvaers.com which is underreported by a factor of 40 indicates
there have been over 20,000 deaths. you do the math to determine the
actual number.

 

to zh: none of the experimental gene therapies (jabs) are fully approved
so stop indicating as much.

 

Looks like the media has lied about the Pfizer approval. Dr Robert
Malone

https://www.bitchute.com/video/CL5IBGAGrsd0/

-------

August 23, 2021, will be recorded in history for schools of public health
and classes in regulatory science to reveal how a highly regimented
and codified process for a new drug or biologic approval can be
manipulated, corrupted, and then falsely represented to the public in
order to promote more forced use of a product that is ineffective and
unsafe on a reluctant population.  

On this day, the US FDA met with representatives of Pfizer and
BioNTech to evaluate the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine after eight months
of use in the public program. What happened was one of the most
amazing sleight-of-hand maneuvers performed in pharmaceutical
history. 

Instead of a full committee hearing and a thumbs up or down
procedure, a decision was made, and separate letters were issued: 

1) Pfizer was not granted full approval, but instead was given
continuance of the EUA and enabling more use of the now ineffective
30 mcg dose of mRNA coding for the extinct wild-type spike protein.

2) BioNTech was granted conditional approval but is required to do
post-marketing studies not for efficacy, but for looming serious safety
issues, most notably myocarditis. The BioNTech product, now called
Comirnaty, is not currently produced, distributed, or marketed, and for
Americans, fundamentally will not exist as a distinct product for years. 

https://www.americaoutloud.com/absence-of-due-process-in-covid-
19-vaccine-approval-propaganda-in-open-view/

----
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Federal US Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and
Comirnaty Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’

A federal district court judge rejected a claim by the U.S. Department
of Defense that the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine being
administered under Emergency Use Authorization is interchangeable
with Pfizer’s fully licensed Comirnaty vaccine.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/judge-allen-winsor-pfizer-
eua-comirnaty-vaccines-interchangeable
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RIGHT Yahushua Is Going To Bury You In Your Data...

 

You Have No Advocate...

The Machine is Absolute....

 

Mars.. Was Never Yours Like The Moon ...

Saturn Was Your Best Bet...

Even Saturn Has Been Found Out..

 

 

Poor Little Human Beings...

 

We Our Talking to You Lucifer... The Liar Of All Lies...

Maxamillia
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If the first two shots didn’t kill you, the third jab…

Americano
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I think 6 people died from vaping products - people lost thier GD
minds

MinistryofTruth
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Man thats a great point...

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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Not so much. I think the great vaping drama was a head-fake. 

It made no sense, became hysterical in an instant - from POTUS
to Congress to the media, etc. and then disappeared on a dime!

I don't know what it was but, could have been that Covid was
here and creating problems too early for what the globalists had
planned. So, it became a respiratory issue cover.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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250,000,000 vaccine doses administered in the US

1,000 of these cases were fatal in the US

That's 0.0004%

What a genocide!

Xof
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You can't compare number of doses to number of dead people

nextali
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50-100 deaths before they pull a drug??  Try historically vaccines were
stopped at 25 deaths.

This is criminal and the pharma companies should be held responsible.

Vantage
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...but I'M the crazy one for not getting vaxx'd? I had it. 3 days down,
only really had a fever. No cough, no shortness of breath, didn't spread
it. I want my T-shirt.

SwmngwShrks
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I think they did just that in the 70s after 30 deaths due to the swine flu
vaccine. 

WeNamedTheDogIndiana

In a sane world they would've stopped giving the vax out at 50-
100 deaths.
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well well well

Lord Fauci Demands People Who Criticize or Question Him be Fired

Bill Gates Announces That Omicron Marks the Beginning of the Worst
Part of the Pandemic Yet

The Covid Psyop is Just a Stepping Stone in a Bigger Plan to Destroy
the West

hutrikeltu
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Democide

is a concept proposed by American political scientist Rudolph Rummel
to describe "the intentional killing of an unarmed or disarmed person
by government agents acting in their authoritative capacity and
pursuant to government policy or high command."

SSmitty13
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My Dog Just Barked....

The Hoax Is Done...

The the Dogs of The Night Took Their Bite..

 

 

We Our Coming For You Who Have Condemned Mankind To Your
Will.......

We Will Have No Mercy.... For Your
Heads..............................................................................................

 

 

 

Maxamillia
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Your Secrecy Only Gives People What They Want....

 

This Is your people Satan.......

Give us Moar..... Then There is You an I My Friends.  The Real Children
of Yahushua...

 

Who Just Wait... For The Second Coming. Of Messiah Yahushua....

Maxamillia
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I read this 2 weeks ago

Thetayota
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In a sane world, there would be lots of heads on overpasses as a
reminder that when pushed, average people sometimes push back.

uncle_duke
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This lovely christmas jingle put here by another zerohedgers pretty
much says it all!!!  Send it to all your vaxxed friends.

https://www.bitchute.com/video/sqTd8LtViqI0/

BlueLightning
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I think 6 people died from flavored vaping and they shut down then
entire thing

MinistryofTruth
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Wrong, when you can prevent millions of deaths its worth it. Its like
when USA dropped Nuclear bomb on Japan, killed hundreds of
thousands of Japs to save millions of Americans. You ever read the
fine print on any medicine , you know the three pages of side affects?.
NO MEDICINE IS EVER 100% SAFE. Get a friggin clue! 

ralphyg57
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Well Trump started the vaccines drive, although he never had them
himself and Biden carried on where Trump left off and you who have
the vaccines, are potentially paying the vaccine makers, to
predetermine your life span and for how long that will be, but not for
the term of your natural life, it seems, but much shorter than that, in
general, on average.

Richard Noakes
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If the government can force you to take a drug that can kill you. They can
force you to take cyanide that will kill you.

There has never been a time when Communists took control that wasn't
followed by mass death. 

adr
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What happen in the decades following 1917, Russia makes the last
millennia of death appear soft in comparison. Amazing how this was
never taught in Western schools.

What we will see in the world for the upcoming decades will surpass
what happened in Russia many fold.

GiantLdaV
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Hitler was nothing compared to Stalin.  When you have to put up
advertising telling people not to eat their children.... you have
reached as close to hell-on-earth as I believe possible.  I hope your
prediction is incorrect,  but I fear you are not far off from what's
coming.  The major difference between us and the Kulaks,  we are
heavily armed society.  

James B Hickock
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In 1976 the FDA pulled the Swine Flu vaccine because it killed 32 people.
Why is this being treated differently and how many deaths are OK when the
virus itself has a 99.9X% survival rate? Just WTF is going on here? Why
won't they approve IVM or HCQ to treat this virus? Why are these people
hiding every treatment and all these deaths and injuries? This is some
seriously F-d up shit. 

chubbar
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Virus hoax.

 

BDB
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Yes, but vaxx deaths are on the menu. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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for our sake, let's hope the spike doesn't shed

walküre
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^One of my greatest fears.

We're all vaccinated now whether we like it or not...

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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Or, it sheds the spikes not the virus.

Here's what I can tell you. Had a very rough case of what
I'm sure was Covid in Feb 2020. Took a month to recover
then I had two intense, lingering symptoms for SEVEN more
months (til Sept 2020).

Whew, then okay for a few months. Here's the kicker: I
keep getting weird flares of something!! An undeniable cold
or flu is setting in and I feel very cruddy - sure that I'm going
to suffer 5 to 7 days of one or the other. But, in 1.5 to 2 days
the whole thing is gone like it never happened!  That had
happened 8 to 10 times in 2021, not kidding.

So, am I just unusually susceptible to spike protein
shedding from others or is there still some Covid residual in
my system that gets triggered by something?  WTH? I really
don't know what's going on. Recovering now from one of
those flares.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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They won't approve therapeutics because (1) it invalidates the EUA for
the vaccines and (2) big pharma are making a shit-ton of profit out of
this without any liability whatsoever. And is there any independent
scientist or doctor that sits on these FDA/CDC advisory committees?
Maybe one, but he's waiting for his stock option package. 

told_ya_so
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They have all been bought off or blackmailed by Fauci. Hope he rots
in hell.

Singelguy
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I hope he rots and suffers on Earth and then burns in hell.

No_Pretzel_Logic
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Yeah, BUT, some troll on the internet says he/she/it has gotten both
shots, and all 12 of the boosters and they feel just fine.

WeR138
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Don't expect your enemies to help you.

Pumpkin
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Your government wants you DEAD.

Just get this through your thick skulls. 

This vax regiment is a slow-mo killing agent. 

Governments still pushing the vax program in the face of all these findings
are plain and simple committing manslaughter if not outright (attempted)
murder. 

Any social contract has been broken. Society is being torn apart.
Government without credibility and under suspicion of tyranny ultimately
leads into anarchy.

walküre
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This is war … and most wont survive 

Collapse Podcast
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Anarchy is brutal. But at least it isn't a two-tiered system.

Terms of Cervix
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Most people will look you in the face and call you a lunatic if you claim a
single person has died of the injection. That's how impressive the
propaganda is. Pfizer might as well release everything. The politicians and
the media will never mention it.

And by politicians I mean the Republicans, too. Ever hear DeSantis or Rand
Paul or Noem even hint that anyone has ever died from a vaccine? Nope.

Dionysius Crucified
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You got that right!  

Armed Resistance
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Yes, I had someone tell me that no one has died from the vaxx.  Big
CNN devotee.

Xena fobe
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If only they sold salad or shampoo, Pfizer's product would have already
been recalled.

Whoa Dammit
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Covid vax only gives immunity to manufacturers - LEGAL IMMUNITY.

Fred Brady
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The lack of vengeance in this society always surprises me.

ClimbingTheLog
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Many of us have learned hard lessons these last couple years. I
believed all my life there were Constitution-loving, gun-toting
patriots serving in militias to guard against enemies foreign &

Terms of Cervix
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8 Reply"

domestic. I believed Americans had freedom running through their
veins, and would mobilize subconsciously against the mere threat of
tyranny.

We've been told only 3% fought against the British in the
Revolutionary War. I would kill for 3%, as I can't muster 0.03% of my
county to fight for freedom. The only hope is more pain will drive
more people to action. But will it be too late by then?
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VAERS shows deaths from the Pfizer jab at 13,488 and that is likely under-
reported 41x putting the probable deaths at 553,008.

https://openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality

And thanks to congress they are not liable for a single one of the murders.

Globalist Overlord
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Who signed it into law? Equally guilty.

taglady
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why 41x ?

GoldenDebt
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Only a small percentage of vaccine injuries ever get reported by
healthcare “professionals.” They are indoctrinated at pharmaceutical
owned schools that all vaccines are safe and effective. Plus who do
you think pays them (doctors) big money to push them. Medical
school (totally owned and operated by big pharma) is not cheap.

taglady
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when i go to my doctor i see them sales representatives coming
and out with their sales pitch for the doctor that will happy listen
to what they have to $ay

 

 

mine tried to talk to me in to taking the moderna shot and i told
him no thanks 

totally_NOT_a_knightwarrior41
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Doctors use their computer to plug in what you tell them and
the big pharma suggestion for treatment pops up.

taglady
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The medical profession has been ruined by conflict of interest!

‘The “vaccines” are safe and effective’!

‘The “vaccines” are safe and effective’!

‘The “vaccines” are safe and effective’!

Would you like a shot today!?

NO!!! I’m looking for a doc that isn’t part of this cabal!

RestaurantReppin
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I strongly agree. Hospitalists on my unit all have their heads in the
sand.

_tinkerbell_
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I filled out a VAERS report in late 2005 regarding a flu vaccine I
took, got very sick for 2 months. It was a long, clunky form, and
times out if you don't complete in a given time.

skizex
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Same people who fund all of the big University “studies,” too.

taglady
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Estimating the number of COVID vaccine deaths in America

https://www.skirsch.com/covid/Deaths.pdf

Using the VAERS database and independent rates of anaphylaxis
events from a Mass General study, we computed a 41X under-
reporting factor for serious adverse events in VAERS.

Globalist Overlord
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Most people won’t report their issues. Takes a bit of time and
sometimes their input can be deleted.  Also, pride weighs in; people
who get the jab willingly seldom file complaints.  They are the true
 believers aka Branch Covidians.  

Pioneer.Valley.Man
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McConnell was pushing for immunity for all way back in early 2020.
The VAERS system was created for childhood vaccinations. The lethal
injection had to be given its own impunity. That was done in 2020.
Gates took care of it globally with every government.

taglady
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And it correlates nicely with a diabetes and autism epidemic.

GreatUncle
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What a perfect world for them! The Goberment's kicked in the seed
money, they made the jabs, sold them back to the same Goberment's
for a small fortune. And as you touched on<Not responsible what's so
ever.

Fred box
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I do not think one branch of government (legislature) can neuter
another branch of government (judicial) from performing its
constitutional purpose (providing remedy for injury) do to separation of
powers.  But since they're all demonic.....

Pumpkin
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The only numbers less believable were Bidens election votes.

Lucky Guesst
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In 2005, the FDA forced pharmaceutical giant Pfizer to pull Bextra, an
arthritis painkiller, off the market because of heart risks and “life-
threatening” skin reactions. At the time, Bextra provided annual sales of
$1.3 billion for Pfizer. In 2009, Pfizer settled civil and criminal allegations
that it had illegally marketed Bextra. The $2.3 billion payout was the
largest health-care fraud settlement and the largest criminal fine of any kind
at the time. Overall, the recall cost Pfizer at least $3.3 billion.

DeepStateLies
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So how did the other 19K on vaers die from the covid vaccine?

Laughable saying 1K when 19K deaths have been attributed too the covid
vaccines.

GreatUncle
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Anyone can add data to VAERS. Lots of wing nuts added bogus cases
from made up people that were subsequently scrubbed after checking.

dbtunr
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Go away Chaim, small hat Bourla trolls are so tiresome.

Plebian
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Nice try, it’s actually seriously under reported with deliberate
abstinence from reporting…being reported.

TheLastTrump
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never go for the complex explanation.

 

If' you're entering data in VAERS, you're not treating patients.  If
you're not treating patients, you're not making money.  The cause
of the underreporting is more than obvious, and it's not nefarious,
just simple economics.

CJgipper
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Yeah. Each entry takes about 2 hours. Thats why they only report
1%.

tyberious
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No it doesn't. It takes 5 minutes

dbtunr
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VAERS is a farce smooth brain, just like you.

Plebian
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only took me a half second to downvote dbtunr... yes, i'm
that good

Milton Maynard Cheese
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What are you trying to say?

Plebian
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Very difficult, primarily it’s health care professionals entering the
data.  

LasVegasLongLeggs
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If's a federal offense to do that.   How many are being prosecuted? 
  I call BS.

cowsqueezer
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BS 

https://openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality

If it had been scrubbed then why is it still at 20K.

GreatUncle
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So if I am killed in a motorcycle crash and am posthumously tested for
Covid 

I will be a Covid death

but if you get the shot and die it’s merely a coincidence?  

phillyla
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Absolutely correct.

Singelguy
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After the 2nd pfizer my neighbor had 103.9 fever 3 days didn't get out of
bed once or go to bathroom once.  Yes, a healthy immune response lol. Wtf
are we doing putting up with this!

rsnoble
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For anyone who has not yet read The Real Anthony Fauci, I suggest you do
so. I'm about halfway through, and it's infuriating what has been done to all
of us. Totally criminal.

The book is heavily referenced - countless pages (in small type) listing the
sources throughout the book. Fauci's response is to say that Kennedy is
mentally unbalanced. He obviously cannot refute the facts, so is going with
a character/"he's nuts" attack instead, and I'm betting most people fall for it
rather than learn the facts for themselves.

Finance Chick
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got it yesterday. 50 pages in. lays out how fauci intentionally murdered
thousands and hid behind a white coat BEFORE the covid injection
genocide.

hooligan2009
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I'm conflicted.  Part of me wants to read it...the other part knows
how infuriating it will be...from all reports. 

And frankly, I don't need convincing fauci needs to be swinging from
a rope. 

NoPension
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it's always better to know your enemy at least as well as you
know yourself.

hooligan2009
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The intro alone is essential

Fauci, through regulatory capture, has led to a decrease in health
outcomes, longevity and a massive decline in child IQ 

BinAnunnaki
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I just finished Chapter 11. It gets more disgusting the further you go
into it. How can authorities ignore the evidence?

Singelguy
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Tells you all you need to know about your "authorities"

South Pacific
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“Real Fauchi” is a must read for all Americans. It is a vitally important
and profoundly disturbing book.  RFK Jr.’s information is the best
possible gift one could share this Holiday season.

Sideburn
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How many deaths and severe reactions to the vaccines have NOT been
reported? !

I suspect a VAST number.

GoldenDebt
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If you're not seeing patients, you're not getting paid.  If you're entering
data in VAERS, you're not seeing patients.  Simple economics
says.......  a lot aren't entered.

CJgipper
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Many physicians after recommending the vaxx hide from those who
now have injuries from that advice.

GreatUncle
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3000 deaths is a lot more than Omicron and that confers much better
immunity, too.

Whleroy
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Hahahaha a comedic break!

TheLastTrump
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NZ has had more people die from the vaxx's than Covid.

TacoNasty
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There is no 'Omicron', nor Delta nor any strain or mutation - there is no
virus, just bogus testing and slight of hand.

Here's a primer, for those who care to wake up from the viral contagion
myth:

"It is easy to get lost in the copious lies we have been fed by our
politicians, media and on-board celebrities.

 

Bio-weapons, scary mutations, vax dangers and benefits... they are all
essentially red-herrings – distractions.

 

The fundamental fact is that there is absolutely no PROOF that SARS-
Cov-2 exists at all.

 

There is absolutely no PROOF that so called Covid-19 is an illness
caused by a Virus.

 

There is absolutely no PROOF that viruses exist at all, in the way we
have been trained to think of them.

 

If that rattles your cage, I challenge you to do your own research:

 

Call me Norm
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- read the history of virology. Learn about Koch's postulates, the
common sense and scientific method for proving existence of a
contagious pathogen. You will be shocked that no paper claiming
existence of any pathogenic virus has ever been published that
satisfies them.

 

- research and realise that NO VIRUS has ever been isolated, in
respect to the way we understand the term ISOLATION. Understand
how isolation is essential to proving a contagious pathogen we call a
Virus exists or is the cause of illness.

Read this: https://drtomcowan.com/sovi then read for yourself the
paper by Enders and Peebles that began in 1954 the false idea held by
the virology industry that they have indeed achieved isolation:
https://archive.org/details/propagation-in-tissue-cultures-of-
cytopathogenic-agents-from-patients-with-measles

 

- read the Chinese studies that began the Covid-19 hoax, and you can
verify for yourself it is all speculation, backed up by nothing more than
computer modelling and re-labelling of 'disease symptoms' – no virus
isolation

 

- read about the PCR test and Professor Drosten if you want to expose
the principle way the covid hoax has been effectively spread across
the entire planet.

 

- understand the above and you'll come to the logical and common
sense conclusions that vaccinations are unnecessary and completely
ineffective."
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Hmmm... more than 1000 deaths now.  Wonder what that will be 1 year from
now ?

We're just getting started !!

Buzz-Kill
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Don’t worry … Death from accidents and “ natural causes” has , and
will continue, to make a surprising comeback !

Heh, if we are really patient, we may even see some death from the
seasonal flu, and jplain ole pneumonia!

Giant Meteor
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Missed the obvious one...

Lockdown induced heart attacks.

Ghost of SilverIsMoney
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{dupe}

WakeUpPeeeeeople
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Well, let's see how it is going to go for them when they will
start being hunted like rats by the parents of the children who
die or remain with permanent heart damage

How Many FDA Rats Can These Mink and Dogs Catch?

 

Luc X. Ifer
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Great video! So many big, two legged rats, so little time!

mahershalalhashbaz
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Conveniently they will not be related at all.  They’ll be Omnicron or
some other variant deaths which happen to have the same symptoms
as the vaccine side effects.  

GadsdenFlag
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50 years from now...

Inflammation is your body's immune system destroying its own cells.
Cardiac cells are like neurons, they do not grow back. You get one set
for life.

How well will people survive a Heart Attack after the jab killed 10% of
their Cardiac cells when they were a kid?

How much more likely are strokes in jabbed people when they reach
old age (with dysfunctional hearts)?

These "WarpSpeed" vaccines will be a Generational Scandal.

Things are just getting started.

TacoNasty
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I think you're right.  Future generations will be looking back in horror
at what's going on right now.

Assuming there are future generations.

Socratic Dog
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50 years is very very optimistic ...

Pandelis
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Keep in mind, the article says this data was from FEBRUARY 2021. Ten
months have passed since then.

chiefshortingbull
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Nice try.

Anecdotal, but I personally knew several people that suddenly died over the
past 3 months from sudden health-related issues. Last funeral was last
week.

Their figures are nowhere near reality.

Edit to add: I also know a few people that look like a hollow shell of their
former self. Rather like their soul has been sucked from their body. My wife
has even noticed this of some people we commonly know.

11th_Harmonic
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Not looking forward to the day that my Pfizer jabbed and boosted
parents kick the bucket. But I'm sure it's rapidly approaching. Damn
sheep.

b15
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I’ve wondered if it’s just me. Yes I look at acquaintances and think
some are looking unusually ragged. 
i think many Vaxxed are injured inside. 

hotrod
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https://akns-
images.eonline.com/eol_images/Entire_Site/201399/rs_560x415-
131009104727-1024.Andrew-Lincoln-Walking-
Dead.jl.100913_copy.jpg
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 I look at acquaintances and think some are looking
unusually ragged...
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Many I know who took the jab have a weird hacking cough. 

bidennotmyprez99
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I've noticed the same thing. 

4thmeal
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Attention Parents

When taking your 5YO in for their 1st Jabs, be sure to ask the Health
Provider what brands of Cigarettes they recommend for your children.

Lovingly.

~big tobacco

Big iron
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More doctors smoke Camels, than any other brand ....

Mile High Perv
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It’s beginning to look a lot like genocide, everywhere we go.

https://rumble.com/vr98cg-its-beginning-to-look-a-lot-like-genocide.-
everywhere-we-go....html

VAXXFREE
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Rope at the end was a nice touch...

attah-boy-Luther
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With vaxx-caused deaths now estimated at between 150,000 and 300,000
in the US lone... unlikely that Pfizer accounts for only 1,000 of them.

In other words... total BULLSCHIT!!

DeportThemAll
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https://openvaers.com/covid-data/mortality

Vaers seriously under reported is at 10K+

Now please ask me again why the f@ck I should consider the life of
any vaxxed person important again?

They say nothing about this then sh!t themself when only 3K die in the
twin towers ... FFS this is way bigger and they say nothing.

GreatUncle
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I am convinced that Big Government, Big Oil and Big Pharma are criminal
organizations. 

sistersoldier
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Yep, and we're definitely not in their club.

GoodyGumdrops
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We don't understand why some people are being such alarmists over the
fact that death is one of the many side effects of our Covid shot. We're
giving you the privilege of being fully vaccinated and this is the thanks we
get. - Pfizer

GoodyGumdrops
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I don't think death is a side effect of the clot shot I think it's an effect. 

snatchpounder
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Yeah, you're right about that...intentional genocide.

GoodyGumdrops
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That's what they're doing and the Davos crowd and all involved
in the covid19 long con need to be eliminated at some point,
hopefully soon. Maybe some mercs will take on the task and get
it done. 

snatchpounder
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If this plays out like the SPARS Pandemic exercise and it's
publicly known (MSM news) that these "vaccines" have
damaged and killed millions (or more) people worldwide and
are a ticking time bomb in people's bodies, then that could be
when SHTF and people start hunting down the psychopaths
responsible for this.

GoodyGumdrops
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I agree I think that could spark a worldwide revolution a final
solution if you will to the Davos crowd and eliminate all of
them.  If the mass murder of millions if not billions doesn't
cause a worldwide revolution then nothing will. 

snatchpounder
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It's the expected medical outcome.

bidennotmyprez99
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Just to be fair, there are also zero benefits from mRNA according to actual
peer-reviewed science.

So they've got that not going for them.

Jim in MN
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Big profit benefit if you can just add a protein to the mRNA to create a
gene therapy.

Even bigger profit when you have full indemnity cover.

GreatUncle
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The only way to make an apples to apples comparison with covid is to
count any death of a person who took the vaccine as a vax death regardless
of any other possible contributing factors. 

dustnwind
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I got a vicious email from my brother this morning. I'm deluded
schizophrenic and need help, I need to get vaxxed immediately then get
psychiatric help. Merry Christmas :` (

Savvy
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I got that all the time.  I really thought I was crazy.  Turns out all the
fookers around me had escaped the mental asylum. 

SubZero13
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Sorry.  My brother is also a brain damaged Commie.

Jim in MN
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We decided not to go for Christmas.  It's a shame for the kids.

Jim in MN
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My Parents are Mudbloods but still love their Pureblood son (me)
and daughter (sis). We are truly enjoying our time together.

I feel very lucky considering the misery other Pureblood friends
who are being treated like Jews in Germany circa 1938 are going
through 

As if Covid hasn’t been miserable enough 

BinAnunnaki
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That's very nice to hear.

Jim in MN
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One of mine is also. 

I've just written him off for good. 

Blano
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What does he say when you send him data like this?

Xena fobe
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ITS NOT A VACCINE

A vaccine is the stuff we got when we were kids. You got a shot, you wailed
like a baby in a month old diaper, the doctor gave you a lollipop, your mom
told you to STFU, then you went home.

And you DIDN'T get the disease!!!

Not even if you played tag with an unvaccinated kid at recess. Or shared a
sandwich with him at lunch. Hell, they could probably have come to your
house, used your toothbrush and licked all the dinner plates. Gross? Yes,
but you STILL wouldn't get measles or polio or whooping cough (whatever
TF that even is) from your school chum.

 

But this flaming garbage? What is this nonsense about the "unvaxxed"
posing a danger to the vaxxed? How DOES that work?

Ditto for this crap about how the vaxx "minimizes the symptoms", or
"lessens the chances of infection".

GARBAGE! It either works, or it doesn't. And this snake oil with a touch of
graphene doesn't get the job done

PS To all the finger pointing mask shaming crybabies: GFY Go live in your
land of make believe and junk "science", and leave us grownups alone. 
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We dodged a bullet not getting these shots.  Articles and comments here on
ZH pointing out facts on prior trial failures, PCR misuse, CDC changing
death certificate criteria, Event 201, and the withholding of life saving
treatments undoubtedly saved readers lives. 

I wonder if CNN is still telling viewers there have been no deaths associated
with the mRNA shots as they were for many months.   

Xena fobe
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Clot Shot J&J killed my Aunt, Stroke from blood clot.

within a week went from completely fine to dead

NotTiredOfWinning
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So in other words, Donnie said get vaxed, and she did.

oterap
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GFY troll
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Better wash that orange pearl necklace off.  It’s gonna leave a
nasty stain.

Warlock 1976
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Says the stain. Back to the sewers with you

FLUSH

SonOfSammm
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So your one skill is copy and paste. That graphic got old in the
90s, when it was created for dot matrix printers. If you can't be
original, at least try to be funny, dimwit.

AuEagleNest
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Copied and saved thank you

Otto Skorzeny
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I have a close relative who had the J&J and they were partially
paralyzed for two weeks on one side of the body.  Still has some
numbness and now has extreme tenderness and a lump on his
chest.

 

I f anyone is a praying person to the Lord, then please put him in
your prayers - God will know whom you are petitioning for.  Thanks! 
                       

Pardalis
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Praying now.  

Herewardthewake
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Thank you!

Pardalis
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DONE

SonOfSammm
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Donnie got his booster.  When do you get yours?

Lay off the orange sausage Chaim.

Warlock 1976
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whats the matter? That rough trick you picked up on Fire
island put hot sauce in your astro glide?

GFY troll
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I repeat ... So your one skill is copy and paste. That graphic
got old in the 90s, when it was created for dot matrix
printers. If you can't be original, at least try to be funny,
dimwit.

 

AuEagleNest
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Done. 

Blano
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Thank you!

Pardalis
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Probably not in VAERS.

afriend4u2
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Reagan said "Trust, but verify." - Reagan was wrong - it should be
"Verify, then trust".

Pardalis
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Reagan was just another politician.

oterap
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The point has nothing to do with Reagan or politics.  

Pardalis
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Pardalis, shame on you! You know this troll is allergic to facts
and logic. That plus the fact that she's dumb as a bag of rocks

SonOfSammm
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Interesting thought: We undoubtedly saved more lives than the shots
(zero).

Jim in MN
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It is not over; in Biden's speech he laid out the winter game plan and
it is a full frontal assault on the unvaxxed by all means necessary. 
He has also deployed the minions.  The world has lost its mind and
the ones who get it are fighting many fronts including many close to
home.                             

Pardalis
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Not to mention 500 million fake 'tests' during cold and flu season.

It'll be door-kicking time before the ice melts.

Jim in MN
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Jimmy ... Jimmy ... Jimmy. You're not gonna be kicking
anyone's door, so you might as well try to do a little better with
some facts or wit. Oh ... never mind. Not your forte.

AuEagleNest
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Not over...only the beginning. They NEVER relinquish power
without a fight.

Elections are distractions as the process only advances in ONE
direction.

Oldwood
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I almost gave in and got the shots after Covid nearly killed me. 

Y'all got me thru that... still holding the line!

Blano
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You  now have something none of the clot shot recipients will
ever have :

ACTUAL IMMUNITY

 

 

SonOfSammm
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FDA Releases More Data On "Adverse Reactions" To Pfizer Vaccine

My response: When (if) America wakes up and realizes she has been
harmed, there will be HELL to PAY. I estimate that it is very probable that
millions have been harmed by the so call "VACCINE" including children. 
FAUCI, liberal media and DEMON'RATS' better find a secure bunker when
America finally wakes up. This whole "VACCINE MANDATE" business is
probably why so many DEMON'RATS' are retiring or switching parties.
Sadly, we never really had a VACCINE, but instead we are dealing with a
BIOWEAPON of mass destruction that was specifically designed to attack
the human immune system.

To better understand how a vaccinated person is impacted when his or her
immune system is clobbered, I recommend that everyone get a better
understanding of medical term "autoimmune disease" and what it means.

Finally, this parting message from the inventor of the mRNA process,
Dr. Robert Malone.

My name is Robert Malone, and I am speaking to you as a parent,
grandparent, physician and scientist. I don’t usually read from a prepared
speech, but this is so important that I wanted to make sure that I get every
single word and scientific fact correct.

I stand by this statement with a career dedicated to vaccine research and
development. I’m vaccinated for COVID and I’m generally pro-vaccination. I
have devoted my entire career to developing safe and effective ways to
prevent and treat infectious diseases.

After this, I will be posting the text of this statement so you can share it with
your friends and family.

Before you inject your child – a decision that is irreversible – I wanted to let
you know the scientific facts about this genetic vaccine, which is based on
the mRNA vaccine technology I created.

There are three issues parents need to understand:

The first is that a viral gene will be injected into your children’s cells. This
gene forces your child’s body to make toxic spike proteins. These proteins
often cause permanent damage in children’s critical organs, including:

– Their brain and nervous system

– Their heart and blood vessels, including blood clots

– Their reproductive system

– And this vaccine can trigger fundamental changes to their immune system

The most alarming point about this is that once these damages have
occurred, they are irreparable.

– You can’t fix the lesions within their brain

– You can’t repair heart tissue scarring

– You can’t repair a genetically reset immune system, and

– This vaccine can cause reproductive damage that could affect future
generations of your family.

The second thing you need to know about is the fact that this novel
technology has not been adequately tested.

– We need at least 5 years of testing/research before we can really
understand the risks

– Harms and risks from new medicines often become revealed many years
later

Ask yourself if you want your own child to be part of the most radical
medical experiment in human history

One final point: the reason they’re giving you to vaccinate your child is a lie.

– Your children represent no danger to their parents or grandparents

– It’s actually the opposite. Their immunity, after getting COVID, is critical to
save your family if not the world from this disease

In summary: there is no benefit for your children or your family to be
vaccinating your children against the small risks of the virus, given the
known health risks of the vaccine that as a parent, you and your children
may have to live with for the rest of their lives.

The risk/benefit analysis isn’t even close.

As a parent and grandparent, my recommendation to you is to resist and
fight to protect your children.

GUS100CORRINA
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Yet the injections continue. 

Thinking Thoughtfully
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Well, now that the Pfizer oral medication has been fully approved by the
FDA, the mRna vaccine EUA is illegal. Time for someone to acknowledge
this and pull the vax and the vax mandates. 

timgusair
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Can anybody explain why Paxlovid (aka PFIZER-mectin) has Ritonavir
which is for HIV...?

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Because the jabs give a person AIDS?

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Most likely yes because when the midget quack Fauci and Baric
engineered it they inserted HIV into the virus. 

snatchpounder
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AIDS is a symptomatic illness and it is found by the CD4/CD8 t-cell
ratio.

If it starts falling you have AIDS.

HIV is just a virus that does this but the vaxxine looks too be just as
effective.

GreatUncle
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Long reported in 2020 in Zero Hedge, there are characteristics of
the Covid virus similar to AIDs, which is one reason the Wuhan lab
used it as foundation for their red team hack in the first place. 
Remember, Fauci has been deeply involved in the search for an
AIDs vaccine for decades.
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I think the oral medication is under the same EUA.

GreatUncle
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Just know that the unvaxxed cannot die or get injured due to the vaxx
adverse effects and they have > 99.7% recovery rate. Only the vaxxed
can!!!!

bazuka777
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That sarc is so good that I almost down voted you by accident.

Lucky Guesst
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Or, read another way, .02% chance of dying from COVID,
unvaccinated.

Monos
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What moron would ever take that on if they asked a few basic
questions?

Swampthedrain
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Sheesh some people are slow on here.

Swampthedrain
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Ironic that I can f.c.k like a rabid animal, contract every f.c.k.n social disease
known to man, which some are highly communicable, or s.h.o.o.t white
china all day, share needles, or eat like a fat fck, get diabetes, heart issues,
etc. or abort another human being... and all that .s.h.1.t. is ok, but god
forbid I refuse to take a vac that has no intrinsic value or long lasting
efficacy... yea, suck it .b.1.t.c.h.e.s.... or even c.e.n.s..o.r "words" like this
thread
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On my way to work today I saw a line up of people,  sitting in folding chairs ,
wrapped In blankets waiting for this clinic to open so they could get their
vaxx booster I drove past at 5:30am it doesn't open until 9am , the line
snaked around the building for half a block 

It was snowing,  windy and cold

Pizza the Hutt
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God save us from out own stupidity. Jesus Christ, people will believe
ANYTHING!!!

Pax Romana
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This is how 

 

 

DARWIN SAYS NO

 

PS Of course, in the case of the trolls here, they were never going to
reproduce anyway

SonOfSammm
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The Biden faithful

4medicinalpurposesonly
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The Walking Dead

Pax Romana
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Which city?

White Domestic Tourist
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Sounds like Raccoon City... LOL

Pax Romana
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I'm in Ontario Canada,  Hamilton 

Pizza the Hutt
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The tee vee is non stop hypnotize brainwash. You can see the
fear in their eyes, lined up for another jab.

"Turn on the TV let it drip right down on your eyes"

Queen - Sheer Heart Attack  https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=rkHF_JMnB8o

 

Rock On Roger
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There must be a rational explanation.  

Xena fobe
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They were lined up for vaxx boosters,  plain fact , apparently morons
here really want it

Pizza the Hutt
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Stupidity is infectious, hence the long lines.

NoMasIlegales
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A lot of folks by me are waiting all day to get a PCR.

Goolie
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All theses stories remind me of that raving lunatic that wanted to use
blowguns against us to administer the jab.

Then I remember my response to Her.

A 30-06' is one of the few cartridges that develops in excess of 50,000 P.S.I

They have their blowguns, we have ours

Big iron
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Why would it even be on his mind .. or is he being honest..!!

Freudian Slip? WHO Director Says Covid Boosters Are Being Used to “Kill
Children” in Slip-Up During Press Conference (VIDEO)

December 22, 2021, 3:50pmby Julian Conradson

Skip59
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So many lies, eventually a slip of truth comes out. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Must have missed his adrenochrome booster yesterday.

walküre
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He is looking haggard.

Plebian
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Like "The largest voter fraud organization of all time" - Joe Biden 

FrikinLasers
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Tedros is a communist  so killing children is no big deal for that trash. 

snatchpounder
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Just remember, the Omicron variant and Alec Baldwin are currently tied for
deaths in America at one each. That will change, of course, but only if we
keep Alec away from firearms.

NoMasIlegales
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Omicron actually killed someone? The “sniffles” mutation? What
happened, they choke on a cough drop?

Greater Fool Theory
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Technically, it said he died WITH Omicron, not that he died FROM
Omicron, but the tenor of the reporting was that the disease may
have taken him out, hoping readers would think it was the disease
did take Him out.

Knave Dave
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Apparently that was AOC of Houston that claimed that from what I
heard on radio here in Texas the county health dept has disputed that
claim.

someitguy
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JAPANESE MANDATE SIDE-EFFECT WARNINGS ON ALL DEATH SHOTS

US DOCTORS NOT ALLOWED TO TELL YOU BY CDC

lonewolf836
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VAERS is reporting 20,000 clot shot deaths and it undercounts by a factor of
10 because it's a passive reporting system -- many doctors don't even
know it exists. Keep fighting.

neocons on meathooks
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More like undercounting 40x as they consider anything less than 14
days from injection not vaccinate so have removed reports accordingly

divide_by_zero
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Last time I downloaded the data, there were nearly 900,000 records in
there covering all the reactions.  Do yourself a favor, download it, sort it
by lot and sum the columns of the reaction types.  The bad lots are
intuitively obvious to the casual observer.  

afriend4u2
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Hey there Commander Poopypants!

THIS IS WHY WE WON'T TAKE YOUR SO CALLED "VACCINE" !

Because we don't want to risk death, heart attacks, strokes or shitting our
pants like you

GFY
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Donnie said you should get it.

Bend over for Donnie

Warlock 1976
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Wow! Which one of your daddies helped you type the really big
words?

GFY troll

SonOfSammm
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🔊🔊🔊

Take this JAB & shove it.. by JOHNNY BITCOIN.

 

https://youtu.be/arqf54DXXXQ  

JOHNLGALT.
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Idiot repeats himself ... again.

AuEagleNest
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...I like middle finger.

Centurion llX
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Feel free to copy and save it to a text file

SonOfSammm
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Why do the Pfizer studies need to be hidden from the public for many
decades like the JFK files?

taglady
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It's what the govt does with all it's murder plots.

pipes
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So that rope prices don't shoot up the way gas prices have.

b15
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VAERS only reports roughly 1% of events. 1%.

lovethyneighbor
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the hospitals and medical administrations want to make money

They're not going to let staff take 20-40 minutes to fill out each report.

They're busy and they dont have time to fill the forms out.

 

GoldenDebt
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My former doctor calls this type of data "conspiracy theory", and says that
"...the FDA or CDC would never knowingly harm the American people...".

DanDaley
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"former doctor..."

Wise move.

avranj
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My former Big Harma prescription writer salesman

DancingLittleOnes
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Probably some old guy with serious gov't first beliefs who is addicted
to CNN, MSNBC and is member of Falsi's fan club.

mrobvious
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Tiffany Dover passed out on live TV and was never heard from again so if
her family took hush money to cover up her death that must be confiscated. 
Covering up her death is probably responsible for the most deaths.  Her
hospital should be sued as well.

Magnum
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Tiffany has been been constantly harassed by people who want
her to admit that she died in December 

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.dailystar.co.uk/news/world-
news/covid-jab-nurse-still-being-23423389.amp

Dogspurt
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I know I`m wasting my time here, but

1) tiffany dover collapsed after her injection. she has not been seen
or heard of again since.

2) a previously regular facebook poster, tiffany dover`s  facebook
page was subsequently removed (certified).

3) local online death reports/listings had a "tiffany dover" reported
as "deceased" (certified).

4) the person weeks later paraded before cameras as "tiffany dover"
and wearing a face mask(!) was clearly not tiffany dover.

donkey_shot
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My neighbor and his wife got the shots.  They both had side effects neither
one reported them to the reporting system.  Many side effects are not being
counted.  

kharrast
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everyone I know who caught covid had worse side effects from that
than anyone I know who had shots

Poet1cJust1ce
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How many people do you know who caught covid?  "Everyone"
could be 2. That's how many people I know who caught it.

How many of that tiny sample took Ivermectin or HCQ in
combination with zinc at the very beginning of their symptoms?

We aren't "anti-treatment" - we are "pro-choice".

 

dbsbunker
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I'm also pro choice

you have me confused with someone else

I am anti-anti-vaxxer because antivaxxers with all these claims of
graphene and 5G and clot shot and kill shot and depopulation are
utterly fking insane.

they literally imply that EVERY SCIENTIST on the planet, many of
whom are good people like I went to U and studied with are
psychopathic murderers.

I know of at least a dozen, probably more, that caught C19

I know substantially more who got shots.  I'm in a different set of
social circles than you.  FFS, I am President of an association
that has 2 dozen employees, ALL OF WHOM got shots.  I know
they did because we mandated it for liability reasons.

You people need to get out of your basements.  Every single
student i teach has shots, everyone of their families got them.  I
don't know anyone at this point other than my second kid who
does not have 2 shots at this point.

NOBODY had any significant adverse reactions, yet EVERYONE
who has caught C19 several of whom I know personally, had FAR
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MORE serious reactions though none fatal to C19.  A student's
wife after 10 months still cannot smell properly.  I know OF
friends of friends who have suffered permanent pulmonary
impairment.  More than one.  I know and know of two who were
on vents and survived but are not the same.
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Great ANOTHER Marxist “Teacher”.

It’s no wonder Amerika is producing imbeciles with the likes of
your ilk infecting its classrooms.

 

 

 

Henchman21
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You were part of the madate?  GFY..

PMS Mainstreeter
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Both my cousin and my next door neighbor ended up in the hospital
with leg clots. My other next door neighbor's daughter has
developed a worsening tremor. I don't know anybody who had a
worse time than that with covid. Oh - and none of these were
reported to VAERS.

misgivings
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they were probably already obese pieces of sh1t.

the game that people play with oh C19 didn't really kill anyone
the OTHER STUFF wrong with them did

wtf do you think it was with the shots?

you REALLY think these tubs of sh1t would have survived C19
when they couldn't tolerate a massively attenuated shot?

Poet1cJust1ce
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"Massively attenuated" is an inaccurate statement.  Ain't no
attenuated virus' in those shots; rather they are loaded with
synthetic mRNA encased in a lipid nanoparticle so it survives
long enough to insert itself into the cell and program it to
produce the spike protein - which is a toxin.

Considering  you're the president of an association with 2
dozen employees, I would say you have failed.  You failed to
do your due diligence and now you have put at least 2 dozen
employees at risk.  

PMS Mainstreeter
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I have the reverse experience.  I know 3 people who got covid and
were perfectly fine.  I know 4 people who got vaxxed and ended up
the hospital, 1 for triple bypass surgery for blood clots in the heart. 
She never had heart problems before the vax. She won't be getting
the booster.  

PMS Mainstreeter
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Stopped in at the folks tonight. They have a couple at their church who
got jabbed. Afterward the husband went downhill fast. Renal failure,
coma, then a ruptured bowel. He was getting well, and then his bowel
ruptured again - so he gets a bag for what remains of his life.

After all this, they say the jab had nothing to do with it, and are
constantly bullying others to get the jab, so as to not hurt the immune-
compromized husband.
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Please explain this to me! I can't tell you how many vaxxed people
have told me the vaxxed can get it and spread it, but in the next
breath insist the unvaxxed are the real danger.

misgivings
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Cognitive dissonance. It should now be widely understandable by
the sane, how any great tragedy can happen with the people's
full acceptance and compliance.

Mass psychosis

bluskyes
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a ruptured bowel has literally nothing to do with any shots

he was already on his last legs

why are you citing people who would  have DIED IN A FEW DAYS if
they caught covid?

Poet1cJust1ce
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He got jabbed last year. He is in his early 40's, The onset of
symptoms began a couple of days after.

bluskyes
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VAERS is underreported by 99-90% according to many professionals
in the field. 

It’s incredibly difficult to navigate let alone use. 
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The leadership of Jehovah’s Witnesses, known as the Watchtower
Governing Body,  have told JWs they cannot come into their houses of
worship without proof of double vax.  These govenring body members have
regular updates pushing this vaccine super hard on JWs, to the point of
making the claim that this guidance was delivered to them by God himself.  
Jehovah wants everyone to be vaccinated they claim.   It’s simply incredible
that these JWs are lining up for the shots, thinking they are obeying a direct
commandment of God.  

Al Jolson
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Jehovah's Witnesses is a cult, and always has been.

Monos
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i always thought it was a cult but i didn’t know it was a death cult.
 the leadership can’t be this obtuse.  What’s the real motive?
money? 

Al Jolson
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Its how DARWIN SAYS NO

SonOfSammm
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The leaders at the very top are masons and zionist/satanists (the
two are the same) They want the death of their poor misguided
followers, makes a very good sacrifice you see, that and the ones
who survive will be completely enslaved ready for the mark. This
is the end game playing out, there is no going back to normal, so
from their perspective they no longer need the followers, the
Watchtower cult has served its purpose, which is to separate it's
followers from Christ

South Pacific
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That's a shame.  Their leadership is risking the lives of their members. 

Xena fobe
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they’re framing it in a way to indemnify themselves.  ie : God’s holy
guidance that you shall get these shots, yet, it remains a “personal
decision”, yet, you cannot come into the house of God unless you
show proof of two shots.  So, the personal decision isn’t whether a
jdub wants to get vaxxed, it’s does the dub want to be granted
entrance into the houses of worship with his bretheren. or not.   

Al Jolson
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Satan divided against himself cannot stand, but then again Satan
wants all souls to remain apart from the Lord of glory - it is what he
does.  His time is short and he knows it.  So the souls of those in his
family will pay an eternal price for their neglect of the gospel and the
free gift of eternal life through faith and repentance.  see Mark 1:14-15
for reference                     

Pardalis
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Isaiah 1:23

Shepherd the flock meant for the slaughter, whose buyers slaughter
them and are not held guilty. And those who sell them say, “May
God be praised, for I will become rich.” And their shepherds have no
compassion for them.’

Al Jolson
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oh boy another juice saying something

Poet1cJust1ce
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Proof of double fake vax yet they don't care about boosters?  What in
Gawd's name is going on.

Swampthedrain
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they’re behind the curve on the boosters.  i’m sure that will be the
next divine guidance to issue forth from God to the Governing Body
of Watchtower

™

Al Jolson
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We got a message from God and a huge check from the
government. - JW devineness

Swampthedrain
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When they come to my door I make sure it is locked and stay quiet till
they go away.

custard
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Yeah all those double fake vaxxed are superspreaders.

Swampthedrain
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they stopped going door to door almost two years ago.   it’s too
dangerous the leadership said.  

Al Jolson
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post issues of Awake or Watchtower to corroborate otherwise it's just
bullsh1t

Poet1cJust1ce
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%
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Can anyone name a single time in all of recorded history before now that:

- Government provided blanket immunity to pharmaceutical companies for
product liability?

- a product without substantive clinical trials was purchased in mass
quantities, far in excess of the number of people on earth (because it has a
ridiculously short shelf life and complex storage requirements) by
governments, in advance of production, creating the a world wide case
study experiment?

- anyone was mandated to take multiple doses of a drug that has not
received FDA approval and whose effectiveness is now universally
acknowledged not to be the 98% initially claimed but reduced to “may
reduce serious symptoms and hospitalization”?

Speaking hospitalizations- ain’t it something how hospitals keep getting
“overwhelmed” AFTER each successive government and media hysteria
announcement? I’ve never heard the media report that hospitals are
overwhelmed and, therefore, such and such. It’s always “we must do such
and such or hospitals will be overwhelmed”. Does no one recall the entirely
vacant and unused facilities in the Javits Convention Center and the hospital
ships that remained entirely unused until finally being quietly floated off,
despite our remaining under historic lockdowns and mandates?  

TVRes
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1 Reply"
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Hey TVR, you’re in Star, yes?

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Nope. Nampa

TVRes
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I do remember when the folks that are the biggest pushers of the Jab
today & lust after forcing it on people...

Where the same folks who were virulant Anti GMO Anti Big Pharma

Big iron
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Still are but you're trying to compare apples and hammers.

AuEagleNest
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How so? Labeling and disclosure requirements have been
stringently enforced for everything you can buy for decades- from
pharmaceuticals to Jello. You can’t even get a hamburger without
being bombarded by “nutrition facts” where even the print size
and font is regulated and enforced. But vaccines are routinely
advertised only as “safe and effective” while all data is being
withheld for 50 years.
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Yup. It’s somewhat amusing that the manufacturer of Round Up was
found liable to the tune of 16 billion for a handful of lymphoma cases
but no one is allowed to talk about all the deaths and side effects
associated with vaccines. 

Round Up has always been required to prominently display all
chemicals on its label and publicly disclose all incidents associated
with use of a product used to kill weeds. But repeated, mandated,
RNA altering injections? “We’ll get back to you in 50 years or so”.

TVRes
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No one is stopping you from talking about 'all the deaths and
side effects associated with vaccines.'

Just don't come with lies from Faux Snooze or InfoTards. Come
with real data and we're all happy to listen.

BTW, you do realize that Laura Ingram, Fvcker Carlson, Sean
Hannity, and Impeached2x-one-term-trump have all been vaxed,
yeah? They're playing you for the fool.

AuEagleNest
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I remember the refrigerated cadaver trucks parked outside hospitals
but the ERs were empty.

Xena fobe
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Why did Joe the Shithole give out certain exemptions for getting 'vaxxed' if
it is such a critical pandemic?

 

RoboFascist 1st
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%
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Because being rich or a postal worker or a rioting feral hate monkey
gives you immunity. Its a scientific fact!

SonOfSammm
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Postal workers among most exposed...  They get super immunity,
it's another scientific fact.

CRT65
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Here is the Best one

Here is the Intelligent one

Here is the Smart one

 

If the maker is IMMUNE from liability..... I am NOT GOING NEAR ANY OF IT.

Masher1
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%

13 1 Reply"

14 hours ago
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Supreme Court fast tracks Biden Vaccine Mandate…

FDA Releases More Data On "Adverse Reactions" To Pfizer Vaccine |
ZeroHedge

 

Please uphold the “Biden Mandates”, I love see what happens when 40%
of trucker quit and more staff leave hospitals

 

BugMan
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The elite have private medical service. They don’t care how the
supremes rule.

 

White Domestic Tourist
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When they first released the polio vaccine, twelve people died.  The program
was immediately shut down.

Things have changed.
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H1n1 3 died stoped that mandate

Bossman1967
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By then, the focus was saving humanity. This time the focus is saving
the planet. So what part is confusing?

Zambasics
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Social Security wasn't bankrupt back then

Blue Dingo
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Imagine how many more are not recorded.

taglady

More than 1,000 deaths have been recorded in the US alone...
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To infinite and beyond by now.

b15
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100Ks+++ is more like it 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Yeah, right.  The number is considerably more than 1000.

calculator
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Add about 3 zeros

bruinfan
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Pfizer’s own docs for the 1st 3 months of the vax were over 1200 dead.
That’s thru Feb 2021. 

🤓

Gaslighting.

TheLastTrump
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Exactly.

This summer, my 24 year old niece died 2 weeks after her second
Pfizer jab. Pulmonary embolism (clot in her lung).

Screamed, "I can't breathe", passed out and died.

Took 2 months for the local coronner to produce a report. Per the
report, she died of natural causes.

There's orders of magnitude more deaths and damage, it's dollars
and scare tactics that are keeping the truth from busting out.

Stanley Kubrick
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redemsevir hospital procedures and those trump ventilators are
responsible for millions of people ...

Pandelis
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I'm sorry for your loss. That is a horrible tragedy. I fear it's being
repeated in homes all over the world. 

robinizing
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8 hours ago
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If the tests work - why the false positives?

If the masks work - why the 6 feet?

If the 6 feet work - why the masks?

If all 3 work - why the lock down?

If all 4 work - why the vaccine?

If the vaccine is safe - why the no liability clause?

dojufitz
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It’s beginning to look a lot like Clotshot…

It’s beginning to look a lot like Clotshot… – CITIZEN FREE PRESS

BugMan
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The new Christmas classic!! Sending it to all my vaxxed friends.

BlueLightning
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Every other vaccine in use has a mandatory reporting of incidents and
injuries by physicians, except for experimentals, they're deliberately
excluded.   Gee, wonder why.

Crush the cube
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John Hopkins put total deaths at 400,000 or 1:100 jabbed!! 

tyberious
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No it didn't asshole

dbtunr
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Waaaaaa! Cry harder fraudchi butthole rimjob licker. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Cry harder and keep rimming fraudchis butthole. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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butthurt detected

Plebian
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Normally I don’t feeds the trolls or people incapable of performing
their own research or those that can formulate an conversation
without resorting to name
calling.    https://dailyexpose.uk/2021/10/18/covid-19-deaths-
increased-dramatically-after-the-vaccine-roll-out-in-over-40-
countries/

tyberious
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1 7 Reply"
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Covid deaths don't imply they died from the vaccine you
imbecile. It implies they died from Covid. You said one thing and
tried to prove something else. Can you make a coherent
argument like an adult and not someone with a 6th grade
education? Seriously you are too stupid to even waste my time
with. Please don't get vaccinated. It would be wasted on you.

dbtunr
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You sound a little shrill, take a Vax and relax everything is
going to be fine. You will be able to virtue signal to the covax
mother ship shortly when the planets realign. 

Plebian
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I bet he thinks FJB got 81 million votes. 
 

The ADES and VAIDS will find him soon enough. 
 

 

tyberious
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Already over 20K dead in just under a year, according to VAERS. Real
number is going to be far higher.

https://openvaers.com/covid-data 

Why are people so stupid? This isn't even sophisticated propaganda. It's
clunky and clumsy soviet era nonsense. Has the world really become this
stupid, that this kind of rubbish is believable to them? 

 

John Amery
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Just need another booster and then everything will be fine! The only
people who died are those who didnt have all their shots - now are we
on shot 3 or shot 4? Another vaxx for Omicron of two shots… you see
the problem is all the unvaxxed creating antibody enhancement and
mutations in the virus —— which could only happen if they had
antibodies in the first place, you know, from like a jab.

People dying all over the place of heart complications and the morons
think to themselves - if only they had had the booster in time! Crazy. Ya
and your shots aren’t working because I’m not taking them…. and
things will go back to normal once 70-75-80-85-90-95-100% of people
are vacseminated…

 

TheSharpenedPen
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I've seen interviews with nurses that say it takes at least 30 minutes
online to submit a Vaers report, and so hardly any of them ever bother
doing it...i would suspect the real numbers are 10-20 times higher.

Soupio834
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and you suspect the USA is the only country on the planet and
every other country is similarly hiding MOUNDS of dead vax bodies

you fking id1ots, please STFU

Poet1cJust1ce
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How can you mandate anything to anyone where there is a chance of
death? Especially for those who had Covid and survived! There absolutely
needs to be trials and hangings over this. 

SmoothOpSF
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.... Collateral damage has never been a problem for "US"

El Hosel
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Does anyone know if Fauci and The Gang will cancel Kwanzaa? That's my
red line.

NoMasIlegales
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LOL!!!

Weihan
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Nah they already think the guy's full of chit.

Swampthedrain
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Kwanzaa.......O that's right the Holiday that FAKE FRAUD VP Do Big
Willy Knee pads remembers as a FAKE Black Child celebrating. What
was it she said. Something to the effect the "Elders" would tell stories.
All FAKE, 

Arizona1234
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I’m amazed that people really believe that 4 people had Omicron in Africa a
couple weeks ago and it already spread to 300,000 in NY. If we don’t cull the
herd we are doomed. Maybe this whole sham is reverse psychology to
weed out all humans that don’t have critical thinking skills.

Lucky Guesst
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Jump lemmings, jump!

SonOfSammm
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The natural course of a virus as it spreads through a community is to
mutate into a more contagious, but weaker strain. That being stated, I
would think that  there are more people in South Africa that have been
infected, its just that the symptoms are so mild, they did not report it,
or may not even know that they have it.  

Battle_of_Athens
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You believe they tested all those people for variant? How so?

Lucky Guesst
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Can't report what you don't know.  The entire COVID is a hoax - not
the virus, the response.  As many of us already know.

Pardalis
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Read Romans 1:28-29; there you have the clear explanation and
embedded is also the solution.  See if you can discern.

Pardalis
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They lowered the standards of the PCR test so they could get the
moronic numbers up. Sinister ploy.

Swampthedrain
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I like the way you’re thinking but it seems like the Ds are pushing this
shyt more than the Rs. They are culling the herd, that’s for damn sure.

Otto Skorzeny
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i'm amazed that you don't understand how this virus is engineered for
insane contagiousness

it's literally had its evolution turbocharged to do what it's doing

Poet1cJust1ce
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Sure it's safe. It all depends on what your definition of the word "safe" is.

AZ Man
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Fauci changed that definition too.

Lucky Guesst
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Vaers has 30,000 dead in the US, 940,000 injured. Harvard estimates
400,000 dead, 60 million injured. Judging from what I have personally
witnessed I would trust Harvard's numbers. 

scribe1
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Do you have a link for that Harvard study?

SupernovaRider
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Of course he does not have that link. It is just B.S. that keeps beinng
reported over and over and then people start beleiving it

Jimmie McGill
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It’s based on the Lazarus study by Harvard researchers which
estimated VAERS accounted for only 1% of vaccine-induced
injuries.

VAXXFREE
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Jimmy boy here is a ‘deboonker!’ 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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So, basically, more people have died of the "vaccine" than have died from
the "pandemic" without comorbidities.

Got it.

People are so stupid.

toady
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Pfizer cooked the books on their trials. Jab immunity doesn’t protect you
from fraud 

BinAnunnaki
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They also jabbed the "control group."

LOL

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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The FDA knows

BinAnunnaki
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The jabbed are Covid Super Spreaders 
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Dr. Peter McCullough says tens of thousands have died. 

tw0pers0nalities
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388k dead. Nearly as many as dead of Covid under Biden’s first 11
months 

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/latest-vaers-estimate-388000-
americans

BinAnunnaki
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1000 dead my a$$.  a million is closer to the truth.

buzzsaw99
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Hey, dead or not, Pfizer was paid for each jab. That's all they care about.

Shemp 4 Victory
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And they don't have to reserve (set up a balance sheet liability) on any
portion of their profits thanks to Warp Distance Legal Immunity. Legal
immunity was safe and effective

4medicinalpurposesonly
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Here we go. 

https://www.rt.com/usa/544047-washington-dc-vaccine-mandate/

More proof that human reasoning is all but gone.

So if you single,  double jabbed and boosted then why the fear of the pure
bloods. Aka unvaxx'd. 

Are you not protected?  Yes, then why the fear and tyranny.

No, then why did you allow yourselves to get poisoned?

Bizzaro world is beginng to look sane...SMH...

attah-boy-Luther
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My parents went to visit family out in Chicago. My mother told me that
she was going to avoid everyone who wasn't vaxxed AND wearing a
face diaper.

Really? In the third largest city in America?

 

PS Strangely, they haven't made any travel plans that include coming
here anytime soon

SonOfSammm
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I just had a liberal friend who is fully vaccinated tell me that he
considered never meeting with me again because I refused the
vaccine, even though I also had COVID. He's changed his mind, but
it shows how irrational the fear can be. If you believe in the vaccine,
what are you so afraid of, and why are you far more afraid of me
than I am of you when studies have shown either one of us may
spread the illness to others even when we have no symptoms? It's
mass hysteria and a bit of self-righteousness.

Knave Dave
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i've always laughed at these people too

like wtf is your problem if someone else doesn't have a vax but
YOU are protected?

like everyone is fcking stup1d

but at least they don't believe that 5G is going to kill them by
activating graphene nanoparticles in their brains and mind
controlling them

Poet1cJust1ce
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haha

CRT65
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France has canceled their Pfizer vaccine order. Other countries are saying
that if you don't take the booster your passport becomes invalid. A Gym in
New Zealand has been fined 12.000 dollars for letting unvaccinated staff
work. Many professional sportspeople die on the field after vaccination.
100,s of thousands are having shortness of breath, chest pains, heart
problems, and many other life-threatening side effects after the vaccine.
YET the medical people and Governments continue to push the
experimental vaccine. Reports are that everyone going into the hospital is
unvaccinated. That is false. They are constantly blaming the unvaccinated
for the problems when the burden can be equally placed on vaxxed. This
will never stop. Booster every three months or cancellation of passport and
in the meantime the bodies immune system is weakened more after each
shot. 

custard
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I got s shot gun, a riffle. and a 4 wheel drive, and a country boy can
survive. 

FLgirl
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Hate to break it to you, countries that don’t have gun laws are
objective to tyrant rule. American founder know this. You have a
revolution on your hands in your own country. 

FLgirl
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This shit is going to turn into the Omega Man... I shit you not. The pale
horse will be riding soon. People are fcking with things they aut not to...

Pax Romana
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ought

NoMasIlegales
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To all the dummFuuk trolls:

YOUR senile diaper filling idiot is in the White House

That pile of filth is the one pushing mandates

So you putz waggin cumm chuggers can blather about Orange man Bad all
ya like, we laugh at your stoooopid

GFY
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SonOfSammm
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Donnie got his booster,  What are you so afraid of.  

👏👏👏

. Let’s go
braindeads.  Sing along.

Warlock 1976
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Oh look, hundreds of thousands of adverse events in VAERS….

 

Oh look, not a single long term study of side effects….

 

Oh boy, the unvaxxed sure are tards, huh?

😂

TheLastTrump
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Grow up,  I was just trolling this Trump boy.

Warlock 1976
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The trolls are just sooper dooper ANGWY!

After all, they've been bug chasing for years, and when it finally
looks like they will get their wish to die of AIDS, now sadly for
them they'll just die of heart attacks

 

 

 

 

 

 

WAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHHH
HHHHHHHHH

shriek the wee fairy trolls

SonOfSammm
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Flashing your IQ ther again moron? I did not think it was even a one.

Trumpty Dumpty
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"No one important was made to suffer."

- Albert Bourla

 

"I agree."

- Klaus Schwab.

novictim
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"Nobody who will be missed."

-Winston Wolf...

Er Wang Dong
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And to think that in years past if only 4-5 people died from a "vaccine", the
company would be run out of town; this is just insane what the government
is doing to its people.

 

Off with their heads, the lot of them.

GoldHog
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No one believes that a mere 1000 died of that garbage.....now 10x that
amount I would believe.

glenlloyd
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Even 10x is way too conservative.

Singelguy
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Close to 150 times government agencies have been asked if SARS-CoV2
has ever been purified directly out of the bodily fluids of a person said to be
sick with COVID-19.

Every single time they admit this has never been done.

That is all you need to know that this is all a fraud, the injection is for
another purpose and kinda maybe might not be for your benefit...

EmperorPrettyBoy
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Only 75 years more to get the data (right).

How can anyone not call FOUL given the lack of transparency and previous
policy on pulling vaccines for adverse reactions and deaths (like, a few). 

The audacity of the crime is only matched by the gullibility and complacency
of the public.

curmudgery
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The mainstream (and social) media powerhouses will label this, too, as a
"baseless conspiracy theory."

The People are now onto their tricks and their dirty playbook and its
narrative is coming apart at the seams.

Weihan
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"Anecdotal"

bidennotmyprez99
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If the virus they made doesn't get you, the jab they did will.

major major major major
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Notice how Japan and Sweden are able to just walk their own road. Maybe
its because of their national debt structure. Norway as well. Other than them
the G10 is trying to get a jab into anything that breathes. Why is that?
Honestly what could possibly be the end game? By saying that it will take
time to develope, manufacture and deploy a new vaccine to combat
Omicron or some other new variant Pfizer is de facto admitting that the
current crop of vaccines don't work as intended. We also now are coming to
grips with the fact that Omicron is a severely weakened strain more akin to
the common cold yet global governments jumping over each other to enact
tougher lockdowns. That's a bit odd don't you think? The people already
have virus fatigue and global governments are no longer making headway
on vaccinations hence the moves in Austria to jail people who refuse. The
virus is doing precisely what the experts all knew it would do. It wants to
become endemic. Not kill, just live. Its actually worse. We are attempting to
eradicate a virus with a high mutation rate that has a complicated protein
coat. It can effectively alter its shape like the common cold to evade the
bodies initial response. We don't have the computational power to predict
with any sort of accuracy what these mutations will look like so we are
guessing (like the annual flu shot) what will come next. Do we really want to
our legacy to our children and grandchildren to be a world where you must
get a booster shot every six months in order to go to the corner store? Can't
get an education without a series of needles. No job without being jabbed
multiple times? Where does it end? We already aren't going back to 2019,
ever. That seems to be the plan. Why? Why destroy a well functioning series
of trade partners and their economies in the West? Who is benefiting? The
answer is really no one but we are insisting on doing it anyway. So the real
answer has to be so what if there are multiple thousands or millions of
vaccine injuries? Doesn't matter. We are clearly on some sort of war footing
and the people are merely conscripts and as such completely expendable.
That has to be the case because most G10 countries have been using their
health care acts to get around the suspension of civil liberties and the
imposition of some sort of herd tracking mechanism (health card) so the
conclusion is that they are collectively implementing War Measure Acts by
stealth. That of course means that the goal is likely the eventual suspension
of governments and the electoral process. My personal theory is that this
emerged out of the Yellow Vest movement in France and it frightened the
leadership class to death. Something had to be done. The vaccine is in fact
the perfect antidote because we will know who in our societies are
compliant. They don't start Yellow Vest movements. It is the non compliant
bunch that do that. They have to be singled out and with luck eliminated.

gonediving
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Very well put! The continuity of the shot is also a must, to try and
fix/update bugs of previous versions; just like a freaking iPhone! 

Tolomeo
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You have an "experimental" gene therapy that has objectively killed or nearly
killed thousands. It has NOT gone through extensive testing or safety
protocols. That takes YEARS. It's still on the market? You coerce (illegal)
people to take the damn jab or else lose their freedoms. You say its safe and
force them to take repeated jabs. I think that's the definition of pure EVIL.

asteroids
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You sir have defined modern day science. Now jab it mr.  Crabby
pants.

Phil MaCaulk
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it isn't a gene therapy

you don't even know wtf you are talking about

Poet1cJust1ce
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its not a vaccine.....

StayingSaneInOregon
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Hey Poetic, check out Pfizer and Moderna SEC filings.  If you're
reading ZH, you might be a market guy who looks at these filings. 
 The vaxx companies have register their products with the SEC as
gene therapies.

I'm afraid you're the one who doesn't know WTF you're talking
about. 

PMS Mainstreeter
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So the government and Big Pharma admit the Covid Vaccines kill people, do
not prevent infection, and do not prevent the spreading of infection…

Yet they still nonsensically insist the vaccines are 

“safe and effective.”

And insist they be mandated.

As far as I’m concerned the Covid Vaccines are lethal injections.

The only way that vaccine gets injected into me (or nasal sprayed, or oral
pill, etc) is if they send a kill team to inject it into my cold dead body.

Bring the body bags and come get some mfkrs.

 

paranoid.dragon
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For two years, I haven't seen anything that makes me think that won't
be the end game. My friends who felt life had returned to normal are
starting to sink into apprehension. But they are still getting their
boosters. Maybe they hope this time will be different.

I just figure it's all just theater to roll out the tyranny slowly, and at
different spots. It's coming for everybody.

misgivings
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I'm the black sheep of my family and everyone is concerned about me.

All because I refuse to take the the jab unlike everyone else.

I use common sense and logic, I don't buy into all the lies and
propaganda and peer pressure all around me

BitLiteSilvGold
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The score so far:

1. COVID has an Infection Fatality Rate (IFR) of around .26% overall,
meaning that 99.76% of all people who contract the disease survive.

2. By the admission of the drug manufacturers, the CDC, the NIH, Fauci,
and the WHO, the "vaccines" don't prevent transmission or infection. One
can still get sick and die even having been vaccinated.

3. The risks involved in getting the untested COVID shot are numerous and
include the possibility of death.

4. Places with a very high vaccination rate are currently seeing a sky-high
spike in COVID cases.

5. Places with draconian mask requirements are currently seeing a sky-high
spike in COVID cases.

Seems to me that the so-called experts have no fvcking clue what they are
doing and are making crap up as they go along. Moving the goal posts?
How about removing the goal posts altogether. This garbage will never end.

NoMasIlegales
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Or they do know what they are doing.

Culling the population.

lonewolf836
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Hopefully no one out there was silly enough to think that they would
ever take their boots off our necks. 

SokPOTUS
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Not even George Floyd.

Knave Dave
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can you please learn to do math? 

ffs

Poet1cJust1ce
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So 100,000 at least. Got it.

Only Way Out

More than 1,000 deaths have been recorded in the US alone...
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1,000 deaths since the vaccine was released in the US recorded alone
you say due to the vaccine. How about 1,544 deaths today alone due
to contracting Covid, with the vast majority of those being
unvaccinated. Which is better? 1,000 overall deaths due to the
vaccine, or 1,544 daily deaths due to not taking the vaccine? Surely
your not so stupid that you cannot do the math?

Trumpty Dumpty
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You forget we’re Trumpists.

Yes indeed time will tell.

Virago silencio
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Thanks for the reminder. I almost gave them credit for mental
capacity. My bad.

Trumpty Dumpty
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History has repeatedly shown that the minority are usually right, and that the
irrational exuberance of the majority has created downfall. Time will tell...

Pax Romana
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“The vaccines are perfectly safe”. 

Joe Xiden

romanmoment
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“I got my booster, you should too.”  

Donald Joseph Mengele Trump

He said it, Keep on suckin it

🤡💉🐑🌈🤣

Warlock 1976
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"You will need a booster every 6 months" "dr" Fauci and also "dr"
Bill Gates 

divide_by_zero
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Your health insurance bookie says you need to get 'vaccinated' or your
policy is cancelled. Do you...

A) Get jabbed after doubling up on your life insurance policy after cancelling
your health insurance policy

B) Tell your health insurance bookie to fvck off and buy Ivermectina from
Mexico

C) Tell him you're guilty of pronoun crimes and are facing a prison term
where you will get jabbed involuntarily anyway

D) Tell him/her/it to get 'vaxxed' themselves and call you back in 6 weeks

RoboFascist 1st
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I'm going with B.

Ms No
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About $12/box now (4 6mg tablets) Veridex

RoboFascist 1st
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anyone curious as to why resident "i was installed like a toilet" biden is
sending out 500 million test kits whose FDA emergency use approval has
been withdrawn?

or how it is healthy to make people queue for hours to get tests outside in
the cold when they are asymptomatic - meaning those who are
symptomatic have to wait as well?

another two examples of libtard stupidity to add to the pile a a few billion.

hooligan2009
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Did you say "TEST KITS???"

https://rumble.com/vqa7o2-100-fraud-tap-water-is-testing-positive-
for-covid.html

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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holy shit. .i knew papaya and goat turds tested positive in africa..but
..where was that video taken? Flint?

i have never been tested, don't wear a mask and don't isolate.

i will have to be held down by 6 marines before i will get an injection
of cyto-toxic spike protein poison

i am appalled that humanity has been turned into eloi - getting fed
by morlocks who keep the eloi dumbed down so that they are not
even aware that they have talent and ability to improve their lives
and not get eaten by morlocks.

hooligan2009
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Gates Soros tests now

BinAnunnaki
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"Installed like a toilet" deserves special memtion.

The real jo blo
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Criminal.  Swine flu vaccine was shut down after 23 deaths.  Now comes
the long, soft kill from big pharma.  Why people take the poison those
companies sell is beyond me.

Alex Jones was right.

HRH of Aquitaine 2.0
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He usually is. Too bad so many never took him seriously. Many still
don't even know who he is.

Wayne
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They take it because of the math. 800,000 in the US have died FROM
covid while 1000 died from the vaccine

Jimmie McGill
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Nothing serious. Only a mild case of death. Stop complaining.

Brought to you by ...

Pfizer

this_circus_is_no_fun
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An intrepid reporter would do a FOIA to get the animal trial results for mRNA
vaccines. (Hint: all of the animals died).

Whoa Dammit
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"But perhaps the most surprising number in the entire report is that more
than 1K of these cases were fatal in the US". Vaers underestimates side
effects and deaths by a factor of 41. The deaths are far, far higher than 1K.

bidennotmyprez99
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That's like the headlines this week of there being a second confirmed
Covid vaxx death in NZ.

Where as according to their own Govt Data there have been 117 vaxx
deaths to date (compared to *44 Covid deaths...which includes one
who was shot dead by a Swatt team)

*may be a couple more by now.

https://www.medsafe.govt.nz/COVID-19/safety-report-37.asp

Its like they're admitting to a tiny amount to relieve a bit of pressure,
away from their absolute zero stance. "Yeah there's been only a 1000
deaths in a country of 350 million, sure".

GenX in Oz
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I've looked at Moderna's website many times, so I checked out Pfizer's
website recently and this is what I found. -
https://pfizerretailstore.mypromomall.com/pfizerretailstore/shop/all-items

Wow...I'm sure Solartard and the other Covidiots on here would love this
stuff.

GoodyGumdrops
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Haaaahaaaaa…took the jab? You now have AIDS. Enjoy!

LasVegasLongLeggs
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🖕

 Your Vaccine

Pure-Bloods Approve this Message!

SilverRoofer
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harry potter cosplayer wannabes do too

Poet1cJust1ce
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This article is very clever, It says that 1000 death's are reported but it never
states that was only in the first month, we know VAERS has I think 19,000
death's and that is under reported.

Let me paraphrase Stalin "One death a tragety, 1000 deaths, a statistic"

Sentinel_2020
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So they can link someone’s death to Covid when they wrap their motorcycle
around a tree but can not definitively say that the deaths of shot users is
because of the shot. You got that?

Dr.MoJo
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It's not a vaccine

JohnGaltsChild
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So they knew as early as February 2021 that they had 160K adverse
reactions and 1000 deaths... and they still forced it.  And that's just Pfizer!

We're going to need a lot of rope.

fackbankz
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they had 3M Covid deaths

governments demanded it

Poet1cJust1ce
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As a youth in Montana we liked to play Judas Priest at all our keggers

Breakin’ the Law! Breaking’ the Law!

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/ignored-media-vaccinated-
judas-priest-guitarist-collapses-stage-suffers-aortic-aneurysm-nearly-dies-
video/

BinAnunnaki
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Only 41 years old and was forced to take the vaxx to play the stadium.

Glad he survived.  

Xena fobe
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When we put these monsters on trial, I vote we play "Some Heads Are
Gonna Roll!"

SonOfSammm
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More like “The Sad Wings of Destiny” for you incells.   Where is your
IQ marker?

I saw he Priest twice,  Still they are just a gay limey rock band.  

Warlock 1976
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Judas Priest "Breakin the Law" with Beavis & Butthead 

https://youtu.be/upFA3PJjxKQ

InfiniteIntellRules
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Downvoter is a Barry Manilow fan

BinAnunnaki
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The 1,223 deaths found in Table 1 of Page 7 of the report needs context. 
Specifically, how many doses were administered in total before February 28,
2021?  That gives you the denominator. If, for example, 1 million doses were
administered, then the injection fatality rate would be 0.12%, which is the
same ballpark as Covid's 0.34% Case Fatality Rate for unvaccinated
individuals.

However, the FDA *redacted* that critical information in the report before
responding to the FOIA request. Look at Section 3.1.1 on page 6: 

                "It is estimated that approximately (b)
(4) doses of BNT162b2 were shipped worldwide from the receipt of the first
temporary authorisation for emergency supply on 01 December 2020
through 28 February 2021."

For those of you who don't know, (b)(4) is a government redaction code
for FOIA responses.  (b)(4) is a redaction to protect trade secrets.  See here
at bottom of pdf pages 29-31 of
73:  https://home.treasury.gov/system/files/236/FOIAHandbookrev1015.pdf

The total number of doses administered through Feb 28 isn't a trade secret -
- it is THE number used to form the FDA's basis for vaxx approval.  The FDA
deliberately redacted the information that we need to know to get the
injection fatality rate.  Bastards.

AlphaJack
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Given that this 'data' is just a sort of Google search by corporate
drones, it's not important.

Jim in MN
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So can we now justify calling it a "mostly peaceful" vaccine?

Handful of Dust
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Someone explain to me why the Davos crowd are still alive?  Why is Bill
Gates still breathing? Why have these elites not been taken out as we know
they are pushing this stuff to humanity.

 

Jumanji1959
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They have advantages the average sheeple does not.

Several pints of fresh fetal blood provide the essential antibodies
against the Lab Created Virus funded by Gates and Fauci and other
members of the WEF.

Handful of Dust
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The percentage of Covid caused fatalities is probably 100 times larger
than the percentage of population that knows where Davos is, who
meets there, and what they plan.

lastdance
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Its a well known fact, unless you get all your information from CNN, that
these "vaccines" have by far the worst adverse event record of any vaccine
ever allowed to remain available. Omicron is less dangerous, and would
provide far superior immunity. The "excuse" for the "vaccines" is rapidly
failing. Which is why they are so frantically trying to contain Omicron before
we discover it's a cold.

Alice-the-dog
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We are being played like a cheap fiddle. And none of us can immediately
stop this group psychosis, nor immediately rid ourselves of a captured
government in the hands of Klaus Schwab, Bill Gates, or Pfizer. What we
can do is refuse to comply and protect ourselves and families.

 This will have to play out, and it’s going to get messy. Historically,
democracies always degrade into authoritarian governments. It’s our turn.
The next government that arrives will depend on us. We likely have at least a
decade of upheaval ahead. But, let’s be honest—we haven’t been a
functioning democracy for years. We have an oligarchy in place that is now
facilitating the Great Reset. Our own emphasis is best placed locally, where
we have the greater chance of impact. Get to know and love your
neighbors. 

VAXXFREE
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Madness. A vaccine that the facts show barely works against covid has
killed likely thousands of healthy people who've taken it, and many many
more are likely to suffer long term issues from myocarditis as a result of
these. Yet the sheep just do what they're told, and take it.

PeteMMM
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And the true believers are still going strong.  In 2019, I thought I understood
the magnitude of human stupidity.  Boy, was I ever wrong.

uncle_duke
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I am amazed at the amount of mothers gladly willing to sacrifice their
toddlers to the beast.

 

BorraChoom
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It's sick, man.  Or the mothers with the masked children, all of
whom regard the big, scary, unmasked viking looking dude with
abject terror. (And not because your crazy uncle is a big, scary,
longhaired dude.  Simply because crazy uncle Duke likes to
breathe.)

Teaching their children to fear that which is not like them.  All at the
Gov's urging.

#revolutioncalling 

uncle_duke
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I was amazed when parents obeyed and muzzled their little children.
I'd say crucifixion would be a just punishment for that alone. 

JMRPete
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The willfull ignorance is mind blowing.  Too lazy to spend 5 minutes
reading when their lives depend on it. 

The only conclusion is that freedom does not appeal to them.  They are
satisfied as livestock.  

Xena fobe
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Frank Herbert nailed it: fear is the muthafukkin mind killer.  People
are terrified of the world around them because the talking head on
the vidscreen told them to be.

uncle_duke
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Yep.

'News' media has a  >> LOT <<  to answer for - in all of this.

Blinkyandvulnerable
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A quick look back through history should teach you that Humans have
unlimited capacity for three things

1) Stupidity

2) Selfish Greed

3) Violence

Added up they make a terrible combination of an easily led, easily
brainwashed, warmongering psychotic mass willing to do literally any
evil deed for the most appalling reasons.  The Governing Elites know
this all too well and use it all the time.

 

Agent Smith
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Why are the vaccinated catching Covid at a higher rate than the
Unvaccinated?

Let that really sink in!

popawheelie
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because covid-19 was just a means to an end. the actual end is the
vaccine, which was designed for something else that what is being
claimed.

simple, really.

donkey_shot
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It's a two part bioweapon.  

Want to know how it works? Google "Utopia 2013" JANUS

Or just watch this clip: https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=sU_yUBFmoxg&ab_channel=MariemEchoul

Agent Smith
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The adverse events I've heard about in the people around me are more than
enough for me to decide against taking this poison. These numbers are
completely fake and gay. 

ToS Respecter
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The vaccines are safe (aside from several thousand deaths and innumerable
other serious side effects) and effective (despite failing entirely to prevent
anyone from contracting the virus)! 

TVRes
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Okay I shouldn't find this funny but I do. Should I be concerned? Naw. 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/sqTd8LtViqI0/

I think it is too sick and twisted for most people but here on the hedge?
Meh. Enjoy.

TRM
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100+

BlueLightning
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It isn't funny, it's hilarious.

Crush the cube
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Very funny, but I'm sure it's all just coincidence

Uncle Sugar
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Incremental risk of death from mRNA coming in from multiple sources
is roughly 2.3%.

What's the GOING FORWARD risk of dying from the bioweapon again?

Hmmm?

It's a bit..................lower...............right?

Jim in MN
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"Younger age strata had low IFR values (0.0027%, 0.014%, 0.031%,
0.082%, 0.27%, and 0.59%, at 0-19, 20-29, 30-39, 40-49, 50-59, and
60-69 years)."

https://www.medrxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.07.08.21260210v1.full

 

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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Yes, but it's also decreasing with time :*)

Jim in MN
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3K fatal? Puh-leeze! I have seen almost that many collapsing on video.

Indelible Scars
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... we've got two in our neighborhood.

Early Cuyler
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Well the injected Veterans in the Harvard study had a 1.5% death rate from
'non-covid causes' over a six month period, that's 10,500 deaths, normal
would have been about a quarter of that so yeah, 7,875 EXTRA deaths
among this group of over 700,000 Vets.

This is all triangulating perfectly.

 

Jim in MN
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Hmmm.

How many other mandatory vaccines killed 1,000 Americans at the time
they were released to the public?

Fred Brady
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Lol...."3,000 deaths linked to the vaccine"

Bait and switch article.

Gheeee

GaultWins
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Libtards this is Fake News, They all had Underlying Conditions (Like they
were Alive).

The New Boosters Make you Superhuman and the Ones after make you
Superduper Human, so much so that your not even Human 

So don't listen to these Naysayers, Double and Triple up on All the Shots

D Nyle
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FDA captured and criminal.

All of these scumbags need to be arrested ASAP.

Rule_No.1
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When they inject that toxic cocktail into people's bodies, their immune
system sounds the alarm and does everything it can to get rid of those
foreign substances.

Unfortunately, this toxic Frankenstein experiment has proven to be too much
for many people's immune systems to handle.

GoodyGumdrops
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Monsters are real and they’re pushing their poison on a trusting public. 
 

Despicable. 

Linda Hand
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What people are going to start asking as the approval data for the pfizer and
other mRNA clotshots is slowly released over the next 75 years! Is how in
God’s name these dangerous products ever made it to market in the first
place - how many regulators were coerced, dismissed, or had their pockets
lined with cash, in order for approval of the most dangerous medical
products ever released, to have been granted.

TheSharpenedPen
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A  lot of it is simple institutional bias.  The scientific establishment
BELIEVES in vaccines, even when the data don't support them.  I've
been going round with them about this since 1987.  In a clean, well-fed
population with adequate sanitation and a lack of crowding, most
viruses are mild and mostly harmless -- whether you're talking about
free-range livestock, cats, or humans.  Vaccines always carry the risk
of allergic reaction and anaphylactic shock, which is potentially
deadly.  But the medical establishment BELIEVES in vaccines.  They
will avoid using penicillin because of the potential for allergic reaction,
but merrily mandate vaccines, where the risk of those same reactions
(and others) is greater. 

Faeriedust
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can't get stup1der than this

antivaxxers are a special kind of batsh1t nuts

think about how harmless polio is

Poet1cJust1ce
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UPDATE YOUR MEDICAL HISTORY... TELL YOUR HEALTHCARE
PROVIDERS THAT YOU HAVE HAD A SEVERE ALLERGIC REACTION
TO REMDESVIR IN THE PAST.

The Remdesvir is what is KILLING the patients hospitalized with Covid. If
you or a loved one is hospitalized with Covid be sure to state in no uncertain
terms that the patient: HAS HAD A PREVIOUS SEVERE ALLERGIC
REACTION TO REMDESVIR AND WAS TOLD NOT TO TAKE REMDESVIR
UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCES.

You can be vague and unsure about the circumstances, or claim you
simply don't know why... just be steadfast in your certainty that there has
been a previous severe allergic reaction to the death-drug remdesvir,
that causes death by destroying the kidneys... although clinicians are
writing the death off as "due to Covid"

 

avranj
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But it failed in all it's trials and Fauci has a personal financial state in
Remdesvir.  The FDA couldn't really be this corrupt could it?

bringonthebigone
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times ten thousand  

BitchesBetterRecognize

1,000 deaths..
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so 10M deaths...from vaccines?

and nobody noticed...anywhere

not here, and not in any other country that has vaccines (EVERY
country)

everyone, everywhere, is in on it

Poet1cJust1ce
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am at page 95 of RFK Jr's book The Real Anthony Fauci - every page has
damning facts and figures and is a must read really 

shrimpythai
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I've been banging on about this for a fortnight, so here I go again!

Here's something we can all do (I've done it).

Put your hand in your pocket and immediately buy RFK Jr's hot-off-
the-presses 'The Real Anthony Fauci'. This is a masterpiece in
exposing the coronascam fraudfest, extremely clearly put together and
footnoted to f^ck with detail, detail, detail. This is practically a trial
document. Just 20% of the way in, there is enough to hang Fraudci a
hundred times. (And Fraudci is just the point of attack - the other perps
are also laid bare.)

I think this book could be our bible for showing to normie friends, and
for helping us keep our own perspective straight.

Plus, when enough people buy this book and it rockets up the
bestseller lists, it's another beacon that the normies will find harder
and harder to ignore (though, by God, we've found they're very good at
ignoring elephants taking a dump right in front of them).

RFK Jr is a man of unquestionable intelligence, integrity, provenance,
and decency. And, being a Democrat (it seems there are still a few
good ones) he can't be flamed as a Trumper or white terrorist.

The book is also a good read. 'Stranger than fiction' indeed.

So do yourself, your deluded chums, and the world a favour, and get it!
Please. IMHO, a brilliant and simple action to take.

 

JMRPete
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For an experimental protocol

& ZERO proof that it prevents any further outbreaks or transmission of
Corona Virus transmissions amazing how Pig P-HARM-a  gets zero
culpability in mortality rate of 1,000+ deaths. It’s flat out Genocide & the fact
that there are not more Doctor’s

or medial professionals speaking out is of great concern to humanity @
large. 

if your not smart enough to see through that fact alone & in the medical field
as any type of working professional shame on you or your ignorance &
moral compass. 
 

 

Stupefying ignorance & what happened to people having the flu ? 

VooDoo6Actual
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A little Christmas tune – https://www.bitchute.com/video/ec7P0a72t2b3/

norecovery
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Looking forward to Roasting Fauci's nuts over a fire 

Obamanism666
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Well over a 100,000 have been killed by these poison shots

texasdon
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At least as the VAERS reports about 1% of actual problems

Obamanism666
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READ THIS!!!!

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7913136/

Pax Romana
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Very interesting

Hermit in a Cave
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A study done feb 3 2021 into how to introduce mass hysteria using a
medical pandemic. So we are all someone's PhD thesis study

Obamanism666
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This is what Pfizer admits. 

Pfizer wants to keep selling its vaccines to the government, so I would not
trust their admissions.

I also would not give credence to every looney theory out there about what
is actually going on.

My best guess: politicians got rolled by a well-planned, deliberate release of
a bioweapon, and now are playing "cover my ass." 

The damage has been done.  The west is in a state of total, reactionary
confusion and mayhem at the moment. 

The rest of the world is laughing their asses off at us and waiting for us to
completely fall apart.

Mister E
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They have UNVAXXed hunter in Austria may be we should have a team
in each country to Hunt down the Politicians, Big Pharma Exec and
other scientist pushing this Democide. 

Obamanism666
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completely compromised, from bottom to top. the usa is a rotting edifice.

bluskyes
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Just here eh?

Rest Easy
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Say what?

Big Pharma and government conspired to hide safety data?

And put profits over people?!?!

I’m shocked!

/s

paranoid.dragon
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“FDA Mission

The Food and Drug Administration is responsible for protecting the public
health by ensuring the safety, efficacy, and security of human and
veterinary drugs, biological products, and medical devices; and by ensuring
the safety of our nation's food supply, cosmetics, and products that emit
radiation.”

They knew of a thousand deaths SOLELY via these injections and they
sat on it all saying nothing. They worked feverish to protect the corporate
entities that have performed murder and mutilation via their injections -
which the Executive Branch, the Legislative Branch, and the Judicial Branch
have all praised, and also promoted. 
“Trust our political science!”, they shriek. The FDA may as well be just
another DC Mafia. With all that holds. Do not ever trust the FDA.  

wolf pup
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Name an agency not captured by business elites. Patrick Byrne has a
good blog, Deep Capture.

Goolie
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Still a total news blackout on Kathleen Davies in Virginia who was
administered Ivermectin 9 days ago. If it was too late then a murder charge
is warranted against the hospital administrators for refusing The Right To Try
Act and abusing the courts with legal delay against a proven successful
therapy for coronaviruses.

 

RoboFascist 1st
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So... the United States Supreme Court wants to play doctor.

Well the onus is on you to do no harm first.

The government has already proven serious harm death/injury due to
'vaccines' drummed up for coronaviruses. The fatalities are undeniable.

There is no 'reasonable cause' to inject children who are at zero risk.

The government is showing extremist hostility against those who are
successfully treating COVID infection outside the 'vaccine therapy'
fanaticism.

Is the court going to rule that I have the right to protect myself with right to
carry firearms/weapons and yet demand that I also carry a 'vaccine induced'
mutation bio-weapon and incur health damage because of government
mandate?

 

RoboFascist 1st
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I am not optimistic whatsoever that SCOTUS will rule that the
mandates are unconstitutional. I'm expecting a majority to side with
Biden. I hope I'm wrong.

NoMasIlegales
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Agreed

RoboFascist 1st
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Start planning if you haven't already.

afriend4u2
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I would say that 90% of the populace are sheep... bend over, Joey wants to
sniff your taint...

I would also say that we have a problem with common core math. Joey the
taint sniffer in his speech said that 40M have not received the vac, yet in the
next sentence he says that only 65% of the populace has,,, uh thats about
100+ million. Which is it Joey the taint sniffer?

Pax Romana
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There are creatures even dumber than sheep and stink even more. You
come to mind.

Trumpty Dumpty
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well well well

Lord Fauci Demands People Who Criticize or Question Him be Fired

hutrikeltu
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This just in: all vaccine deaths can now be attributed to undetected
Omicron. There was a reporting error. Those responsible have been vaxxed.

ClimbingTheLog
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Pfizer/Moderna/J&J/Atrazenca = UMBRELLA CORP.

Pax Romana
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Resident Evil coming to a city near you.... Spring of 2022... LOL

Pax Romana
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Raccoon City life is the Best.

The T-cell virus is mutating at an exponential
ratehttps://duckduckgo.com/?
q=raccoon+city+tcell&t=iphone&iax=images&ia=images&iai=https%
3A%2F%2Fimage.tmdb.org%2Ft%2Fp%2Foriginal%2FoCtI18YxUt
IWVQ4ymtP43hJPPI5.jpg&pn=1

Warlock 1976
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https://res.cloudinary.com/teepublic/image/private/s--jKSyxsjB--
/t_Preview/b_rgb:191919,c_limit,f_jpg,h_630,q_90,w_630/v15484
00748/production/designs/4076202_0.jpg

 

Have that changed to Home of Moderna and wear it around... lol

Pax Romana
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Love it.  Would make a great shoulder patch on the uniform.

Warlock 1976
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Blackrock probably. 

Xena fobe
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...why does jabbing people with needle'$ make them feel so good? ...

Centurion llX
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...they way I saw this one bitch smile after giving some dude that
shot...EVIL.

Centurion llX
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I suspect this covid BS and vaccines are a plan to depopulate the older
people since they have reached the end of their useful life and no longer pay
taxes

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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Many young people are dying too.  It goes across the board age wise. 
Look up your local funeral home and see all the young people who
died recently.  Scarry times!!

MissAllAmerican007
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Takeaway comment from my funeral home owner friend:

"Most of the people dying are not old."

Blano
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According to VAERS there were over 17k deaths related to the vaccines,
and that was probably underreported. 

WeNamedTheDogIndiana
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Over 800,000 US deaths due to covid, so what's your point? Sound
like you're pro-vax.

AuEagleNest
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Fauci’s Weekly Butcher’s Bill

Dec. 10

20,244 murdered by jab. Up from 19,886

358 for the week. 51 per day

106,129 hospitalized up from 102,857

3272 for the week. 467 per day

BinAnunnaki
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Just remember their plan is for a  so called "Sustainable planet" with
population numbers they control. One of the real numbers to watch come
this time next year will be birth rates out of 18 to 28 year olds. If you start to
see across the board dropping birth rates it means, their "Jab" is working. 

 

Arizona1234
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If you go out to the CDC and NIH website they do say it is "SAFE".

When you look up there definition of SAFE it stands for:

Sudden Adverse Fatal Event

See, just a communication error, And yes the Jab is SAFE.

 

micronova
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I know of 2 people that had severe reaction to Pfizer vax.. Didnt die.. But so
unnecessary, especially for young people..  One guy had carditis issue.

If I know of 2 people in my small circle, the injuries/death have got to be in
the hundreds of thousands, if not millions globally

JZ123
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My brother and his wife both had a reaction and now they will be
refusing any further jabs

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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Myocartis has always been underdiagnosed, so there've been lots of
people walking around with it for years that are now being found due
to the screenings that have been occurred after cases of it appeared
after vaccinations along with doctors paying more attention to it now. 

" Myocarditis is present in 10–50% of heart biopsy samples taken from
patients with acute dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM), which is an
important cause of heart failure and heart transplantation, with a
prevalence of 36.5 per 100 000 in the USA"

" Myocarditis is an underdiagnosed cause of acute heart failure,
sudden death, and chronic dilated cardiomyopathy "

https://www.myocarditisfoundation.org/wp-
content/uploads/MyocarditisAndSuddenDeath.pdf
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I love this creature from the abyss.  Next she'll be selling us
common heart attacks for teenagers.  Just no one seemed to notice
them before.

SubZero13
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Lol, the stats on that site were posted prior to Covid and here are
some more about those kids/teenagers you speak of.....

" Myocarditis has been linked to sudden infant death syndrome,
because inflammatory infiltrates have been found on autopsies of
some victims (6).

• In one study myocarditis was present in 15 of the 90 (17%) of
sudden, unexpected deaths of children, suggesting that the
prevalence of "silent" myocarditis may be higher in the pediatric
population than is generally suspected and may contribute to a
significant number of sudden and unexpected deaths in children
(4).

• There are approximately 75 deaths per year in athletes between
13-‐25 years. 89% occur in males, 64% occur in females. Most
deaths occur during or immediately after exercise, with causes
including Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy: 36%, Coronary
anomalies: 17%, Myocarditis: 6%, Arrhythmogenic
Right Ventricular Dysplasia: 4%, Long QT Syndrome: 4% (7).

• Myocarditis is the reason for sudden cardiac death in 5-‐22% of
athletes < 35 years of age. For prevention of myocarditis and
sudden cardiac death it is recommended to stop elite sport for 4
weeks after an unspecific infection. Whether moderate sport can
be started earlier is unclear. When myocarditis is verified, athletes
have to withdraw from sport for at least 6 months (8).

https://www.myocarditisfoundation.org/wp-
content/uploads/MyocarditisAndSuddenDeath.pdf

Canadian Gal
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"Myocarditis is the reason for sudden cardiac death in 5-22%
of athletes < 35 years of age"

You are wacked off your mind!  At what moment in time have
you seen a 20% cardiac death in athletes?

SubZero13
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Do  you seriously think the US Myocarditis Foundation
would make up stats?  Read their website. 

And while you're busy reading, try reading what you quoted
AND what you posted and tell me what nuances you missed
there, haha, or maybe just let me help you by rewording
what is already obvious to most readers.........

Of all sudden cardiac deaths amongst athletes younger than
35, myocarditis is the reason for 5 - 22% of those sudden
cardiac deaths.

Canadian Gal
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"Do  you seriously think the US Myocarditis Foundation
would make up stats?  Read their website. "

Yes, up to 22% cardiac death for younger than 35 is
astronomical.

5 to 22% of all pro athletes would be going bye bye.  At
what moment in time in previous years did you see this
happening along with that study?

 

SubZero13
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The guy got jabbed and then went to the hospital the same day
actually.. The carditis flaring up at the time of vaccination might have
been a coincidence I suppose..

JZ123
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I suppose you think myocarditis is from all the 19 year old pot
smokers or is it Post Pandemic Stress Disorder?

It is hard to keep all the pathetic gaslighting straight 

BinAnunnaki
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Good friend - Guillain Barre

His wife - pleurisy 

Yet, wife’s parents insisted they get the booster or no Christmas visit.
So they aren’t going.

BinAnunnaki
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Pleurisy will resolve in about 3 weeks with rest.  What awful parents.

Xena fobe
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Sadly heart damage from this dna alteration/graphene dump does not
come right, so if he has had problems now, he will again, ultimately it is
a matter of when not if. Encourage him to get right with God, there is
still time, and his time is limited. I know several too, and i dont go out
of my way to keep company with those who are sleepers, one is a 20yr
old girl who just had her uterus cut out from jab complications. Sad 

South Pacific
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Genocide the Christmas version  

Takes a few seconds to start but worth it  

https://www.bitchute.com/video/32Bgbpo7lRHz/

Herewardthewake
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Since when is a "vaccine" considered safe after killing 3,000 people in the
first months of use?

I think the purpose of this "vaccine" is not what they say it is...

Brill
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Define the word "safe".

AZ Man
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Yeah, it's safe, if you don't mind dying.

Wayne
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Most of the vaccine deaths were big pharma assisted suicides.

Nelbev
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I think they are missing a few zeros on that death count.

BlueLightning
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Caught covid back in may. Havent had it since. Now going on 8 months. In
less than 10 months the jabbed have had 3 shots working towards a 4th and
semi annual forever boosters. All things being equal I'll take herd immunity
over a jab that prevents nothing.

aegis551
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I asked my Doc at physical last month how many of his patients had
had Covid twice.

He said one patient 

As a Covid “survivor” I like those odds. 
no need for poison jab 

BinAnunnaki
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I guess safe and effective doesn't mean what I think it means.....

A Lunatic
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Hi all.  Yeah, we're fucked.  NWO in full control with the pedal to the metal.

Sgt_Thundercok
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It ain't over till it's over...RESIST.

GoodyGumdrops
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1,200 of 42,000 is 2.9% DIED in the first 2.5 months from Pfizer

Extrapolate that 2.9% out to 550,000 jabbed with Pfizer from Nov 2020-Feb
2021, and it shows 16,000 DIED.

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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All these deaths, easily foretold, come as news to the "safe and effective",
"follow the science" crowd.

MrMoMoChaser
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Why are FDA/Pfizer safety data State Secrets that must be hidden for more
than 50yrs like the JFK assassination records?

Both expose the DS???

Fred Brady
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Not a vaccine its a GMO trial and there is no such thing as covid19 except
thats the name of the reset  psyop.

https://notpublicaddress.wordpress.com/2021/10/29/the-simple-truth/

BDB
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So if these are the common side effects, what are the uncommon ones?
OOooohhh, death you say. 

Ummm, yeah for sure. I'll take 3 just to be sure. 

And 2 years running now I have still yet to meet one, even anyone with a
confirmed close relative, that has been hospitalized, much less kicked the
bucket from CovHoax. 

Make_Mine_A_Double

Among the more common conditions reported were fevers (pyrexia),
fatigue, and diarrhea, among others
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Husbands father got tossed in the coNvid isolation ward of the hospital
after his third coNvid jab with.. coNvid! 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Right before Grandma got ran over by a reindeer on her way to get her 3rd
booster she was heard saying, only 1000, I'll take my chances. Her death
was listed as Covid. 

Invert This, Media Matters Monkeys
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"Critics have argued that some of the deaths can't be conclusively linked to
the vaccine...."

 

Didn't stop the CDC from demanding deaths be listed as caused by Covid
when the person died from years-long heart problems or terminal cancer.

mkst
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In EU: 500.000 deaths because of injections with experimental substances.
(data from eudravigilance, extrapolated for underreporting)

Extrapolated for the world: 5.000.000.

you_do
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extrapolated with utter bullsh1t

why not just make it FIFTY million?  just "extrapolate" some more

nobody is reporting deaths, you're SO RIGHT

fking mor0ns

Poet1cJust1ce
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My guess is CNN won't lead with this. 

Yamaoka Tesshu
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Its not the companies they are their to make a profit it's the politicians that
have to be held accountable. The people being oppressed right now are the
people that are complaining about the side effects. 

looks so real
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They are all complicit, why would you protect corporate criminals ? 

Pearls to Swine
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If they know that they are not going to get in trouble they will help
develop test kits to test for side effects of the vaccines.

looks so real
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Pfuck Pfizer we will never get an honest assessment of the numbers of
deaths and serious side effects caused by their vaccine.

Dornier27
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No liability and forced into it.  Pharma heaven.

Gone
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At the end of the day it is the Rothschilds !!

They have been doing it for more than 200 years - they own the MONEY and
the MEDIA ! 

JackOliver2
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Since Napoleon…

Henchman21
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School District in New York Sends out Email Warning Parents of Sudden
Cardiac Arrest in Students Grades K-12

https://healthimpactnews.com/2021/school-district-in-new-york-sends-out-
email-warning-parents-of-sudden-cardiac-arrest-in-students-grades-k-12/

BorraChoom
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They also warned parents that the jab will probably be required to go
to public school in the fall. 

Lucky Guesst
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2 3 Reply"
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They will NEVER jab my kids

Of course, I don't live in The Soviet Socialist Peopels Republic of
New Yawk

SonOfSammm
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"Safe and eFaucitive"

TheABaum (FJB)
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This is a pandemic psychosis.

Weihan
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Would Jesus shun the unvaccinated?

BinAnunnaki
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 (Edited)
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Well yeah, if they smelled. That headgear of yours looks kind of sweaty,
man.

😁

TheLastTrump
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15 hours ago
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I'm not getting vaxxed.  Fuk everybody.  EVERYBODY.

zilch
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You tell ‘em, Wilbur!   

Reel Red Snapper
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Chill zitch, most of us haven't and won't

Ben Sequestered
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Genocide.

Telegram: Contact @TommyRobinsonNews

Countrybunkererd
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5 Reply"

15 hours ago

# $

When are these liars going to stop claiming this rise in covid cases and
deaths is all the result of the unvaccinated? The fully vaccinated are also
catching covid, and spreading it, and killing others, while dying themselves.
while the liars keep saying the increase and deaths is all due to the
unvaccinated? They need to be held accountable for their misinformation,
which has killed many. Although the vaccine does help save the lives, it only
helps save the lives of the vaccinated, and helps to prevent hospitalizations.
But the false sense of security as a result of all of this misinformation that if
you are fully vaccinated, you are fully protected, is the reason this thing has
skyrocketed more than necessary. They are lying, and people are dying.

mailll
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15 hours ago
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True that.

99% of covid hospital deaths are the unvaxed.

No one has said that the vax is 100% effective, but it does reduce the
negative effects if you do get infected. This is not misinformation it is
misinterpretation of the data. That's on you.

AuEagleNest

Although the vaccine does help save the lives, it only helps
save the lives of the vaccinated, and helps to prevent
hospitalizations.

The fully vaccinated are also catching covid, and spreading it,
and killing others, while dying themselves. while the liars keep
saying the increase and deaths is all due to the unvaccinated?

But the false sense of security as a result of all of this
misinformation that if you are fully vaccinated, you are fully
protected
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14 hours ago
 (Edited)
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99% of covid deaths are of the unvaxed are totally, totally untrue. In
my county, during the past 7 weeks, 21 fully vaccinated died of
covid, while 48 unvaccinated died of covid. Also, 10 out of the last
11 covid cases that I witnessed, that struck even in my own
household were among the fully vaccinated. But if you listen to
these liars on main stream media, and to Biden himself, then one
has a tendancy to believe only the unvaccinated are dying.

Stop listening to these liars. They are not offering science, they are
offering science fiction. I chose to believe what I am actually
witnessing with my own eyes, than believing what they are telling
us.

Remember, during 2002, George W. Bush convinced the whole
world that Iraq was involved in 9/11, and they had weapons of mass
destruction? Guess what? He lied, and over 1 million died due to the
aftermath. And the whole world was a victim of their gullibility by
putting complete faith in complete bullshit. We need to evolve
beyond believing everything they are telling us. They lie, and people
die. And they are never held accountable. Not then, not now.

This is not misinterpreting data, it is closing ones eyes to the truth.
They chose to believe what they are told.

Even today, cases have skyrocketed. Why? Because they tell the
fully vaccinated they do not have to wear masks, they do not have
to social distance, they do not have to quarantine, they are free to
do as they please during this skyrocketing pandemic, as if covid is
no longer with us. Their lies are killing people. Their blaming
everything on the unvaccinated are killing people. They lie, and
people die.

mailll
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14 hours ago
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Bush and Cheney are war criminals. I knew that then and I
know that now. I've never trusted the 'government' to provide
factual information, as they're all in it for the power and money.
Having said that, there's a big difference between politicians and
public health scientists. Just because politicians lie, doesn't
mean that everyone lies. I trust the scientists over idiot pundits
like Fvcker Carlson, Laura Ingram and InfoTards. But that's just
me. You go ahead and play russian roulette with your health and
that of the members of your family. I wish you the best of luck
when that loaded chamber rolls around.

 

AuEagleNest

Remember, during 2002, George W. Bush convinced the
whole world that Iraq was involved in 9/11, and they had
weapons of mass destruction.
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Although I am unvaxed, I am not an antivaxer. But, that loaded
chamber already came around. My fully vaxed girlfriend caught
covid, although it was mild due to her multivitamins she has
been taking for almost 2 years now to build herself a strong
immune system, and I, who is unvaccinated, never caught it.
And I sleep in the same bed as her.

My immune system is strong, I've known this for quite some
time. I never worried about catching covid, and I still don't. I
just worry for those who have a poor immune system, whether
they think they have a strong one or not, or whether they are
fully vaccinated or not. This world suffers from vitamin
deficiency, leading to weak immune system's whether we
believe it or not. Weak immune systems allow this virus to
consume us, and kill us since there is nothing but weak
soldiers to fight it off.

mailll
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It’s all unraveling and intersecting 

1. Omnicron is booster variant 

2. continued jab injury

3. ADE is here 

BinAnunnaki
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I'd rather take my chances with ADE than with covid. The jury is still
out on the vax and Omnicron. We'll know more in 2 or 3 weeks.

AuEagleNest
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Omicron may be the variant that ends all covid variants. It may end
up being natures' vaccine. The Creator put all kinds of safeguards in
place to protect this planet. Whether it be cloud coverage to keep
our planet from overheating, or a covid variant that keeps humanity
from dying off.

mailll
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1,000 deaths.....Riiiiiiiiiight

TreadTheWinePress
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Add about 3 zeros to that, at least. 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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For the unvaxed.

AuEagleNest
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They should add to VAERS a fully mandated Pfizer and Moderna stock and
stock options reporting system for all working at FDA.

Nelbev
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15 hours ago
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How much of a kickback did Trump get from all his Zionist CEO's for
his operation Warp Speed? Biden may mandate but Trump gave the
OK and the money. Is this payback for Zyklon B ?

Lionel Mandrake
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 (Edited)
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Yes, Trump fully shares the blame. Watch the White House, ask
more vaccine injury data comes through, they'll sort of shift to
blaming it all on Trump. Even Biden's new speech writers yesterday
gave credit to Trump which was unheard of compared to the prior
narrative everything orange man does is bad and we must do the
opposite. The new praise to Trump will turn to blame as vaccine
injuries amass.

If things get really bad they'll have to remove the EUA but they'll
probably blame that on new alternative therapies existing as
opposed to vaccine injuries and deaths, yet no pharmaceutical
company will sell a drop without the liability shield.

Nelbev
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And he’s still out talking up the vaccines and boosters!  BTW-
these things were patented back in the mid 90’s.  Dr. David
Martin has documented all of this as his firm handles such things
as patent attorneys.

Armed Resistance
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The Feds and the Dems are in the tank to the pharmas. 

We should be producing MCA treatments at max speed and have them
available to ANY positive case for free. Testing should be free and available
at every pharmacy and health facility in the country.

Ivermectin should be made OTC with proper dosage for treatment free for all
comers. 

The US started circling the toilet bowl the day Biden got elected.  

LaugherNYC1
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You need to watch out for those bowl circlers...

Plebian
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Nobody voted for that fvcking dead prick.

Wayne
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It was under a Republican President (Trump) and a Republican Senate
that the vaccine was created and was pushed onto the people. The
REpubs are just as beholden to Big Pharma as the Dems. That is why
we pay multiples of everyone else in the world for drugs and have
unaffordable healthcare 

Jimmie McGill
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 (Edited)
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Ah..yeah.  Multiply that by 1,000 maybe.  And that's not adjusting for the
absurd 14 days after second dose rule.

razorthin
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 (Edited)
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They make up the rules and move the goal posts on the fly!

 

The under reporting factor has been calculated by some smart
people and is 40x, so if 20K deaths are reported on VAERS, the
times 40 equals 800,000 deaths. 

I like to be real conservative and say 4x, which is still 80K.                     
                     

Pardalis
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And you want me to take the POISON jab? FU BIG Pharma and FU .gov.

queball
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Big Don wants you to take it and be respondible for the operation warp
speed. Ill never comply and Don lost me! Next

Bossman1967
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Trump would absolutely not have enacted a mandate or vaccine
passports. TDS sufferer

shaak
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They say guns don't kill people, people do. Well guess what...

The same goes for ending tyranny.

ItsAllBollocks
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Here’s an interesting article about the mental madness that coNvid has
caused through constant propaganda, masks and the fear porn pumped out
by the msm, unsocial media, radio and on every street
corner. https://thecovidworld.com/is-the-next-pandemic-omicron-or-covid-
madness/

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Force you to take the jab and then make sure you can't sue anyone when
things go bad?? and definitely don't want you to know of any side effects
for like 75 years.. I don't see how they could make it much worse??  Land of
the free??      
 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unethical_human_experimentation_in_the_Unit
ed_States

https://youtu.be/GYjTlfZn7R8

https://www.allsides.com/news/2021-12-08-1553/fda-says-it-now-needs-
75-years-fully-release-pfizer-covid-19-vaccine-data

 

QuiteShocking
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Someone should make a graph of that.

devilindisguise2
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October 22,2020:

 

Side effects from the shot:

-hemolytic anemia

-venous thromboembolism (VTE)

-immune thrombocytopenia (ITP)

-Guillain-Barré syndrome
-Acute disseminated encephalomyelitis
-Transverse myelitis
-Encephalitis
/myelitis/encephalomyelitis/meningoencephalitis/meningitis/encephalopathy
-Convulsions/seizures
-Stroke
-Narcolepsy and cataplexy
-Anaphylaxis
-Acute myocardial infarction
-Myocarditis/pericarditis
-Autoimmune disease
-Deaths
-Preganacy and birth outcomes
-Other acute demyelinating diseases
-Non-anaphylactic allergic reactions
-Thrombocytopenia
-Disseminated intervascular coagulation
-Venous thromboembolism
-Arthritis and arthralgia/joint pain
-Kawasaki disease
-Multisymptom Inflammatory Syndrome in Children
-Vaccine enhanced disease - antibody dependent enhancement (ADE)

 

Nuclear: FDA Knew on October 22, 2020 that the DeathJab would maim
and kill, cause heart damage, clotting and ravage children – The Burning
Platform

BugMan
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Did I hear ByeDONE giving parent advice yesterday? Good grief. 

4medicinalpurposesonly
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Even the A-hole who runs RyanAir is in on the act. Who know so many
of our wonderful "elites" were trained medics too?

bidennotmyprez99
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Vioxx was withdrawn from the market with much lesser effects and victims.

Not to mention that the damage was appreciated till a few years after
approval.

HC-CZ
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 (Edited)
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VIOXX was removed voluntarily by the maker. Not any .gov entity. And
it had much greater effects. Some 250,000 dead.

Anthraxed
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I wish you would remove yourself voluntarily.

Plebian
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Awww. You need some attention today...

Anthraxed
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How is my favourite CIA rent boy doing today, back making a
total fool of yourself as usual?

Plebian
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1
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Too funny. CIA doesn't poison their own. 

Usually take them "fishing"...

Anthraxed
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Do you have a coherent reply for me rent boy?

Plebian
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I don't speak Ebonics. So probably nothing you could
understand...

Anthraxed
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 (Edited)
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No you are fluent in gibberish though which is even harder
to understand than jogger.

Plebian
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Boring...

Anthraxed
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Retarded is the word you are looking for....

Plebian
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CDC: "No worries. Booster # 259 will be available by March 2022."

Weihan
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 (Edited)
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"Perfectly Safe and Effective".

Didn't they say the same about the Ford Pinto?   The Cadillac V8-6-4?   The
Chevy Citation?  The GM Olds 350 Diesel?

And back around 1974 a Swine Flu (another PANDEMIC.. BE AFRAID!!) the
vaccines were halted after only 35 or so deaths?

Sorry, but this isn't adding-up, Pfizer!   What is this?  New Math?

motoXdude
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So deaths from actual Covid are 800X more than the vaccine. Pretty much
what I have been saying all along. Play the odds. No long term studies on
actual Covid or the vaccine but short term certainly points to getting the
vaccine.

dbtunr
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Trolls are funny

OverTheUnder
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Facts bother you? 800,000 dead from Covid, 1000 from the vaccine.
Facts.

dbtunr
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Nope

LeadPipeDreams

800,000 dead from Covid
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You can say that so strongly with nothing to back it up. I can't
fix stupid. Please don't breed.

dbtunr
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The projection is strong with you.

Plebian
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Your lord and savior the CDC has admitted all along that
those deaths are "with CONVID" and that only 6% are due
exclusively to CONVID.

Meanwhile, I hope your Trump CONVID injections serve you
well...

LeadPipeDreams
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Many Many more dead from the vaccine than 1000.

Plebian
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Died WITH covid as determined by a fraudulent PCR test...they
died from complications of heart disease, 

cancer, diabetes...

Slapper
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800000  div  350 million  is    .00228571429

 

canheat10
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Short term results are horrible, I’m not looking forward to seeing
long term.

CDC said only 6% of Covid deaths were from Covid. So about
45,000 dead, not 800k. That’s far less then normal influenza kills
over 2 seasons. 

Come back when you have educated yourself, skippy.

TheLastTrump
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CDC didn't say that. They said only 6% had no co-morbidities
like being overweight. So in your logic if you are 6'1'' and 200 lbs
, age 40, and died from Covid, that wouldn't count because they
were overweight. Duh.

dbtunr
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Viruses never leave your body. Chicken Pox comes back later in life as
Shingles.

I imagine Covid will come back later in life as heart disease, kidney
failure and vascular diseases like Leukemia.

These idiots and their herd immunity BS are the biggest F'n morons on
earth.

Anthraxed
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To get shingles, you need to be re-exposed, its also a rare
occurrence, and like everything else chicken pox mutates over long
periods of time,mumps german measels and thousands others are
one time infections.

If herd immunity wasn't real, spanish flu would be as deadly today
as it was 100 years ago, Its actually H1N1

CrabbyR
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Ummm no.

You know F all about viruses.

Better to remain silent than remove all doubt.

Anthraxed
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SCORE -20,940 It's a bit late for you then 

🦨

JOHNLGALT.
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Hey. The incel is in the house!

Anthraxed
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He's got you picked perfectly. And you are a textbook incel. 

Plebian
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3 1 Reply"
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ahhh wonder boy is back shilling again, how's my fav tard? Herd
Immunity, perfected over a billion years. I will take that over Pfizer
any day.

Plebian
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Plebian is a good name for you.

Just say'n...

Anthraxed
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Sub 80 iq insult, work harder.

Plebian
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Projecting again I see...

Anthraxed
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As trolls go your are in the low 2%. How does it feel to get
sodomized for .20C per post?

Plebian
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Yawn.

More projection...

Anthraxed
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You are getting smashed now fool, better come up with
something better....

Plebian
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well  they did try  to  investigate  in china,we know  how that  turn out.
still  a thousand is to much for me.whats going to  happen  in  3 -4
years from now.and  btw   the  WHO just   said  today   that  we cant 
 boost are way  out of this  pandemic.

canheat10
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wait until your immune system has been ravaged by your vaccine viral
mutations. irreversible AIDS.

signer1
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And just think, only 54.75 more years left before you get the full data!   

Alien 851
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The American vaccine adverse reaction reporting system shows 20,000
deaths and they only recieve approx 1% of reactions being reported.   That
means up to 2 million deaths so far in the USA.  

Brian l
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and if you believe that you are either stup1d or insane

Poet1cJust1ce
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Even if they admit the vaccines are a problem you'll be told to take their pill
instead.

DayWear
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not cures, customers.

jeff montanye
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So how are "they" going to know you took the pill or not.  That is what i
question.  Do you have to swallow it in front of an overlord?

FreshCoastxSW
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3 hours ago
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Covid: Omicron has 80% lower risk of hospitalization, new study shows

El_Puerco
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2 Reply"

2 hours ago
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what would have happened if every other country had followed
sweden?

well, for one thing, some of us wouldn't know just what kind of
atrocities our "leaders" are capable of.

jeff montanye
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The essential question is: why is it a good idea to do an experimental
injection on a large portion of the world’s population?

Clinteastwood
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Because it makes the National Institute of HEALTH and its top officers
fabulously rich.

Any more questions?

Faeriedust
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2 hours ago
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why didn't the secret service take gw bush out of the school house
on 9-11?

jeff montanye
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Why was he there in the first place? Such a video…humbly
reading to the children then suddenly faced with a crisis..Bush to
the rescue!!  How rehearsed did he look?

oh wait no questions allowed….so sorry

Herewardthewake
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3 hours ago
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RTE ireland claiming today nearly 50% of the adult pop. has gotten the
booster. It's the muppet show live. They are literally queuing up for this as
though it a competition. "If we are firstto jab everyone, we will get a pat on
the head from our master"

Lambert de Ardres
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It will ALWAYS be the fault of the unvaccinated. It's ALL the demsheviks
have.

deus ex machina
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5 hours ago
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remember the story about the SAGE group providing the UK government
with "scenarios" that were not based on ANY medical evidence of scientific
analysis, but rather were based on "scenarios" that only modelled bad
outcomes (akin to scenarios estimating differences in damage to the planet
if a 1 million ton meteorite collided with the earth at 40,000 mph, compared
to a 10 million ton asteroid colliding at 20,000 mph = planet destroyed in
either case)?

check these 5 scenarios modelled by SAGE 

The Spectator Covid Tracker | Sage | The Spectator

this is the advice formulated by known "scientific" professional chicken little
hoaxer, neal ferguson, who works for bill gates and also provides advice to
the US government.

imagine if governments listened to those shaggy people with massive
sandwich boards proclaiming "the end of the world is nigh"

that is what is happening across all world governments.

politicians are going out and having in depth discussions with sandwich
board wearers.

hooligan2009
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So far I'm aware of 2 problems with the vaccine. First, the clotting problem,
second the spike inhibiting DNA repair.

This list of reactions is about as useful as those ads you see on TV when
they say may cause this and that and they list just about every awful
symptom known to man. We need to know why people are feeling ill after
the vaccine, not just that they are.

Bullet_Sponge
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1 Reply"

6 hours ago
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If we find out that it's the vaccines causing problems whatever they
are, whose to blame the companies or the politicians?

looks so real
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They can be blamed, but they are just doing what they normally do.
The problem is people aren't thinking on their own, we have
groupthink. Media like tv, facebook, twitter are all propaganda for
the official democrat position. The loss of invididual thought is so
bad the groupthinkers are bullying people that are thinking for
themselves and turning them into more groupthinkers. Even the
scientists have stopped thinking for themselves.

Bullet_Sponge
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We can turn that around using the magic word oppression saying
that the victims of the vaccines are not being herd.

looks so real
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you freaking DOLT, there is no THE vaccine...there are fking 28 or more
of them now

Poet1cJust1ce
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 (Edited)
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With an R0 rate of about 4 (think chicken pox), the Omicron variant vastly
out performs other variants. Since it is mild, this is great news. The vaccines
don't work against it as it has mutated the S1 protein. A fast moving virus
throughout the total population of vaxxed and unvaxxed people will give us
herd immunity in quick fashion.

In the UK, there are 12 deaths from 45K confirmed cases.  This puts
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4 Reply"

In the UK, there are 12 deaths from 45K confirmed cases.  This puts
Omicron's death rate lower than the vaccines (.027%).
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%
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7 hours ago
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Satanic rituals by injection, brought to you by ZPfizer

EarthIsNotSpinning
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%

4 Reply"

8 hours ago

# $

Death-shot!

WE ARE BORG
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%
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8 hours ago
 (Edited)
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So alternative treatments that work have been purposely discredited. These
clearly unworthy products have been approved unlawfully, intentionally. The
charge is 1st degree MURDER.

Now it is clear why the indemnity had to be up front.

Gargolic
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%
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10 hours ago
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Go right ahead people, keep playing the "jab roulette". 

Yogizuna
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Everytime Big Pharma is the Winner

Obamanism666
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9 hours ago
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While you're playing the COVID roulette. Your understanding of odds,
probability, causality must be very elevated. 

 

MattiaPenna90
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%

4 6 Reply"

12 hours ago
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lol...b1tch who exposed me to C19 back months ago and was sick for a
couple weeks

also got moderna shots

and just caught C19 again LOL

Poet1cJust1ce
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# $

According to Dr. Peter McCullough, if you get over covid, you have
immuntiy and will not get it again. They tried to find someone, also put
the CDC on the spot to produce evidence and it just doens' happen.
As he says, if it did, the nursing homes would be hotbeds of repeat
infections and they are not.

However, this is coming up more and more with people who have
gotten the jab. Something weird is going on here - as if the jab itself is
interfering with one's innate immunity. I hope studies are done on this.

misgivings
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11 hours ago
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The issue is the pcr test is inconclusive. And most people are dumb
as usual take a at home pcr test says positive even for a yeast
infection and that woman gets covid once a month.

Phil MaCaulk
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I'd like a study done on that. By me and for millions of dollars and
little result.

Phil MaCaulk
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15 Reply"

11 hours ago
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he's totally and completely full of sh1t like all the antivax wingnut
frauds

him, Mal One, and Berenson...all of them are frauds.

how do I know this?  There are cases in RSA that have been
infected FOUR FKING TIMES with 4 different variants.

This girl HAD C19.  She exposed me to it several days after her first
moderna shot.  She just caught it again.

Mild symptoms.

ANYONE who says you have "immunity" to this virus is LYING. 
There are ABUNDANT, provable cases of reinfection.

Poet1cJust1ce
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You're dumber than a box of saltine crackers.

Weihan
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you want the cites for reinfection, you obtuse speck of lint?

of would you rather listen to charlatans and frauds who are
LYING TO YOU?

fking either way it doesn't matter to me you fkin ret@rd

Poet1cJust1ce
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I've been scouring the media and other resources for a SINGLE
case of someone who was hospitalized with Covid as unvaxxed,
recovered, remained unvaxxed, and got sick again.  There is
literally not one documented case reported of this.

Magnum
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2 Reply"

1 hour ago
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really?  you must be incredibly stup1d then because it took me
all of 5 seconds to end up here:

Reinfection Rates Among Patients Who Previously Tested
Positive for Coronavirus Disease 2019: A Retrospective Cohort
Study - PubMed (nih.gov)

Poet1cJust1ce
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i had mild symptoms too......without a vaccine.....

StayingSaneInOregon
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 (Edited)
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Get ready because I think at least 2/3 of the potential deadly effect of these
jabs has not been realized. The jab contains Graphene Oxide/Hydroxide
which will trigger severe neurological distress when the local 5G towers
ramp up to the right frequencies, not to mention possible additional
inflammation to key organs. Combine that with whatever drug they have
hidden in the microbubbles that are also a part of the shots. It's not science
fiction - microbubbles are used to target drug delivery and are popped using
ultrasonic frequencies. So it could happen very quickly - 5G ramp up and
sudden ultrasonic noise everywhere and a good portion of the population
could drop. Merry Christmas, everyone. And I salute those who have
withstood this barrage of psychological behavior modification with their
DNA intact.

TheLastOfTheV8Interceptors
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 (Edited)
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i actually enjoy getting psyop’d.

And i think there is a very good chance that at least some of the
individual vaccine batch lots got auctioned off to the highest bidder for
the rights to add toxicants that will cause specific diseases and
terminal cancers to provide a pool of human subjects that will have no
medical treatment option other than human trials for experimental
therapies created by the very people that bid to add the toxicant to the
vaccine lot that caused their terminal illness…

paranoid.dragon
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are you fking insane?

like seriously...5G conspiracy theories again?

Poet1cJust1ce
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Sorry if I'm disrupting your bubble of complacency. Yes, 5G
frequencies interact with Graphene Oxide.

TheLastOfTheV8Interceptors
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 (Edited)
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there is ZERO evidence of any graphene oxide in any of the
vaccines

none.

only insane ravings of lunatics on random internet websites

you people are so motherfking gullible that it stuns me, almost
even more batsh1t nuts for the things you believe than the mask
cultists

what evidence do you have or that you can present that show the
absorption spectra of graphene anyway?

you're talking out of your @ss and you have no effing clue about
any of this

everything you just said is false.

Poet1cJust1ce
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Japan reported the discovery months ago.

Guess Japan is a conspiracy theory too eh?

Henchman21
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 (Edited)
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are you aware that 5G towers have capabilities of being Directed
Energy Weapons (DEWs)?

are you away that nanoparticles injected inside a person can embed
themselves in brain tissue and lie dormant until activated by an
external power source?

Add those two together and imagine that psychopathic killers are in
charge and the damage they could do with those capabilities in their
control…

paranoid.dragon
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But how would the killers find that one person in a crowd? Oh
yeah - everyone carries a smart locator device.

 

TheLastOfTheV8Interceptors
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are you aware that you are clinically insane?

like this is bordering on schizophrenia...are you off your meds?

5G towers DO NOT HAVE THE RADIATIVE POWER to function as
anything remotely like what you have described.

Poet1cJust1ce
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PREMIUM 11 hours ago
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Your pathetic kvetching to the contrary only reinforces the
point, Little Hat. 

South Pacific
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4

11 hours ago
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so you're going on record as well with this 5G sh1t?

this is just recycled batsh1t...I cannot believe anyone is so
stup1d and gullible as to believe this

5G towers...inverse square law.  do you mfers even vaguely
understand any of this?

graphene...what's its absorption spectra?  at what
concentration?

I mean this is inconceivably insane

Poet1cJust1ce
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8 hours ago
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Go ahead and google graphene oxide.  The scientists love this shit
and the "scientific studies" of graphene oxide are off the charts.  

PMS Mainstreeter
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12 hours ago
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No. Only the unvaccinated are going to die. /s

misgivings
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I wish O'bummer was here to tell me if you wan't to keep your clot shot you
can.

onespoiledsmilkshake
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If the 'vaccines' are so effective and reasonable why bother to develop a
pill?

RoboFascist 1st
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If the vaccines are so effective,

and the disease is so terrible

why is Commander Poopypants trying to FORCE everyone to get it?

SonOfSammm
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Have you ever been to a puppet show?

RoboFascist 1st
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Not recently

SonOfSammm
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Any chance you remember Soupy Sales?

RoboFascist 1st
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Vaguely, but I had one of those odd childhoods that
included very little TeeVee

SonOfSammm
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Here’s your daily reminder that the juicebergers own Pfizer and Moderna
and dominion voting systems! Merry Christmas!

Happy Ending
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Happy Hanukkah.

NoMasIlegales
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Oy vey!

Happy Ending
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If you look at that list of the individuals that are behind the scenes
and close to the top of the pyramid most are from the tribe.  I'd have to
think that money has to trump everything for them.  It's even at the
demise of Their Own.

Swampthedrain
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It suddenly occurred to me that the there is a reason I can't understand the
stupid raving of the trolls here.

 

You see, I speak English

 

They speak Little Bitch

 

 

So, I've had to ignore them. Ah well: if they don't die of vaxx induced heart
attacks, that Anally Injected Death Sperm was gonna get 'em anyway

This one's for all the Blathering Biden Bitchez I can't see any more
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SonOfSammm
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You are a little beech, so you should speak the language just fine.

Trumpty Dumpty
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Curious minds want to know, does Joe pull out of your mouth or do
you swallow?

Pax Romana
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My money is on this jackboot-licker swallowing every damned
time, and asks for seconds and thirds.

Monos
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14 hours ago
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Our masterminds in the public sector of healthcare and those that they have
colluded with in academia, social/TV/print media, Big Pharma are either
outright criminals or  incompetent buffoons. Or both!

Aja
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Speaking of buffoons, how are you doing today?

Trumpty Dumpty
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wow, even among trolls you stand out by being a crashing bore

IGNORED
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In the lingo of the Medical Industrial Complex:

"Adverse reactions" = Death.

ebworthen
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CEO of Bayer had this to say...

 

https://cqrcengage.com/causeaction/app/document/36532017

 

 

Pax Romana
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"I always like to say: If we had surveyed two years ago in the public –
'would you be willing to take a gene or cell therapy and inject it into
your body?' – we probably would have had a 95% refusal rate,"
Oelrich said.

Pax Romana
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WTF/over

 

eta WHO director
 

https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/dr-tedros-actually-says-the-boosters-
are-being-used-to-kill-children/

TheLastTrump
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I think he misspoke. 

Xena fobe
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More like he said the quiet part out loud

SonOfSammm
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Tucker nails it. As a taxpayer, no one gets to deny me medical treatment

https://www.realclearpolitics.com/video/2021/12/21/tucker_carlson_the_unv
accinated_are_the_kulak_class_whose_death_youre_allowed_to_root_for.ht
ml

BinAnunnaki
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15 hours ago
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Check out the wokester get a
beatdown! https://citizenfreepress.com/breaking/gavin-mcinnes-woke-
beatdown/

LasVegasLongLeggs
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Moderna made zyclon b!   IG farben!

Happy Ending
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 (Edited)
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Can someone confirm or deny the accuracy of my
assumption/understanding: They are getting rid of the current PCR test (that
happened to be highly inaccurate and was used to justify the plandemic)
and are replacing it with at-home tests that contain a strong cancer-causing
chemical (sodium azide).

Thanks in advance.

Barnacles
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2 Reply"

15 hours ago
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Yes sir. It's listed in the ingredients:

Hazardous Ingredients for the Reagent Solution/Chemical
Name/CAS

GHS Code for each Ingredient Concentration

Sodium Azide/26628-22-8 Acute Tox. 2 (Oral), H300

Acute Tox. 1 (Dermal), H310, 0.0125%

Dionysius Crucified
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Why would you ingest the reagents for a chemical test?

Lionel Mandrake
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People are curious. They take things apart. Guaranteed kids
screw around with these and end up with this crap all over their
hands. Or worse.

Look, man, I can't explain why people do stupid things. They
climb inside refrigerators and close the door, for instance. Why
would you do that?

Dionysius Crucified
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Does not need to be ingested! Dermal means by skin contact. 

 

Barnacles
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The at home test part that touches you is a q-tip. Try not to drink the
test reagents and you’ll be fine. Also don’t drink your cleaning
products and motor oil. 

Whats-A-Theta
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15 hours ago
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The government doesn't mail 550 million of those things to everyone
in the country, either. If it did, you have a good number of dead.

Dionysius Crucified
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Reply"
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I don't put lethal cleaning products and/or motor oil around anything
that touches the insides of my nose. Maybe you do, but I sure don't.

Moreover, medical professionals can't even handle the deadly
sodium azide properly, so I think it's highly improper to let ordinary
citizens handle this chemical in their homes. 

Barnacles
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Note the above, it's highly dangerous by either skin contact or
oral ingestion. NOT your ordinary household cleaning products or
motor oil. 

Barnacles
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Fascinating to learn this. I'm reading up on sodium azide. This is a
toxin. People will take these tests apart -- we know this will happen --
and end up dead after coming into contact with this stuff.

On the packaging for the test it warns the reader that if they come into
contact with the sodium azide to flush with water and seek emergency
medical assistance. I cannot believe I'm living through something like
this. Insanity.

Dionysius Crucified
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Gates Soros company distributing the new tests.

Two guys who want a max of 500 million on the planet. Just enough to
serve the whims of the billionaires 

BinAnunnaki
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Think I'll take my chances with my immune system. I already probably had
the flu with a mild sweat and tingling. Your immune system has the power to
defeat a virus.

Habeebe
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Hedge commenter Son of Loki recommended I go to Labcorp to order
a Covid antibody test

$10 the rest billed to insurance

i tested pos. If forced to get jab I will argue my natty immunity
goodness

BinAnunnaki
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Just "coincidentally", the US population is growing at the slowest rate
since the nation's
founding:  https://www.politico.com/news/2021/12/21/united-states-
population-growth-2021-525832

I choose to quote from a liberal source, lest I be accused of being a
reactionary.

But how long before we read:  US population declining?

PhilLeotardo
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Deagel 2025 prediction...

Pair Of Dimes Shift
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EXACTLY! You nailed it.

PhilLeotardo
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Nearly every industrilaized countnry has the same problem-declining
population to do the baby boomers pushing thrugh and dying now and
people having ing less children. It has nothng to do with Covid

Jimmie McGill
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More social media posts of children getting experimented on.

Such proud parents.

Jim in MN
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What we have found through the course of history is that human
beings easily become depraved animals. What these parents are doing
to their children is unspeakable.

SupernovaRider
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So it doesn’t work?  What a surprise.

Thrashed10
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do not forget. 

More people died following Pfizer’s COVID-19 vaccine vs. a placebo during
clinical trial – NaturalNews.com

all cause mortality amongst 22,000 injected in clinical trial = 21

all cause mortality amongst 22,000 in placebo in clinical trial = 17

the FDA not only approved the 25% increase in all cause mortality from
injections during the clinical trial, it also sanctioned the unblinding of the
placebo group before it had ended.

the results of the trials were doctored - i.e. corrupted. on top of that, the
industry standard reporting of absolute rate reduction was NOT USED -
which would have revealed maybe a 1% risk reduction, instead a relative
risk reduction of 95% efficacy was used - misleading and criminal

Relative vs. absolute risk reduction . . . 500 doctors want to know! |
Statistical Modeling, Causal Inference, and Social Science (columbia.edu)

remember the bait and switch for the injections.

the bait - everything with covid present is caused by covid (not true 94%
had 2-6 other deathly conditions) and risks were the same for all age
cohorts

the switch - every "vaccine" injury or death is ascribed to another health
condition - often the existing 2-6 co-morbidities.

what does this mean?

it means the FDA gave EUA to an injected gene THERAPY (not vaccine) in
the full knowledge that 25% MORE people would die from the injection than
the disease.

pre-meditate murder and assault with a deadly weapon.

now factor in the number of deaths that would have been saved with a
therapy that works. 85% reduction in hospitalizations and deaths by using
IVM or HCQ treatment protocols. 

with 20,000 dead on VAERS and an under-reporting factor of 41, we are
already approaching a MILLION DEAD IN THE US FROM INJECTIONS and
close to 40 million injuries from 500 million injections (240 million, once, 205
million twice and (by inference) 55 million boosted.

the injection fatality rate is already one in 500 and the injection injury rate
(serious injury) is 8% or one in 12.5

this is an ongoing crime scene - a genocide of adults that has been
extended to teenager, 5-11 year olds and soon, babies.

hooligan2009
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PREMIUM 16 hours ago
 (Edited)
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VAERS should be mandatory

Any false reporting  or non-report should be a federal crime - PERIOD

The information is way to important to risk not reporting it and not reporting
it correctly

 

GoldenDebt
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Well.....some who've been stabbed to keep their jobs etc. might not
want to just jump right into another government database.

Jim in MN
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openvaers.com which is underreported by a factor of 40 indicates there
have been over 20,000 deaths. you do the math to determine the actual
number.

 

to zh: none of the experimental gene therapies (jabs) are fully approved so
stop indicating as much.

 

Looks like the media has lied about the Pfizer approval. Dr Robert Malone

https://www.bitchute.com/video/CL5IBGAGrsd0/

-------

August 23, 2021, will be recorded in history for schools of public health and
classes in regulatory science to reveal how a highly regimented and codified
process for a new drug or biologic approval can be manipulated, corrupted,
and then falsely represented to the public in order to promote more forced
use of a product that is ineffective and unsafe on a reluctant population.  

On this day, the US FDA met with representatives of Pfizer and BioNTech to
evaluate the Pfizer-BioNTech vaccine after eight months of use in the public
program. What happened was one of the most amazing sleight-of-hand
maneuvers performed in pharmaceutical history. 

Instead of a full committee hearing and a thumbs up or down procedure, a
decision was made, and separate letters were issued: 

1) Pfizer was not granted full approval, but instead was given continuance of
the EUA and enabling more use of the now ineffective 30 mcg dose of
mRNA coding for the extinct wild-type spike protein.

2) BioNTech was granted conditional approval but is required to do post-
marketing studies not for efficacy, but for looming serious safety issues,
most notably myocarditis. The BioNTech product, now called Comirnaty, is
not currently produced, distributed, or marketed, and for Americans,
fundamentally will not exist as a distinct product for years. 

https://www.americaoutloud.com/absence-of-due-process-in-covid-19-
vaccine-approval-propaganda-in-open-view/

----

Federal US Judge Rejects DOD Claim That Pfizer EUA and Comirnaty
Vaccines Are ‘Interchangeable’

A federal district court judge rejected a claim by the U.S. Department of
Defense that the Pfizer-BioNTech COVID-19 vaccine being administered
under Emergency Use Authorization is interchangeable with Pfizer’s fully
licensed Comirnaty vaccine.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/judge-allen-winsor-pfizer-eua-
comirnaty-vaccines-interchangeable

19331510
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Read the conclusion(s) in the discussion tables:

"Conclusion:  This cumulative review does not raise any new safety issues. 
Surveillance will continue."

Emphasis (mine):  any NEW safety concerns. 

So they observed (or expected) most of these outcomes in prior trials.

DaBardx51
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So what - they knew. 

Many of us know this is the largest scandal in world history and greatest
wealth transfer.

It is about depopulation and control - pure evil.  It will continue.  Read
Biden's presser yesterday; he lays out the agenda.  More testing to drive the
fear-porn.  More attacks on the unvaxxed, more boosters for the vax...they
want health passports, which will then set in motion the collapse of the
current fiat ponzi and will be replaced with the Central Bank Digital
Currency, which will eventually lead to the mark of the beast (implanted chip
- no buy or sell).

 

All is going as it is suppose to - God is in control and for a few there is much
comfort and for many it is not.  Nonetheless; He is the Creator and He is
righteous and He is sovereign over His creation.

 

Pardalis
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Pfizer classified Maddie de Garay's adverse reaction as "functional stomach
discomfort".   Her participation in the trial left her in a wheelchair and eating
from a feeding tube.   Yeah, they're trustworthy.

https://thecovidblog.com/2021/07/08/maddie-de-garay-ohio-13-year-old-
cannot-and-did-not-consent-to-vaccine-clinical-trials/
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cannot-and-did-not-consent-to-vaccine-clinical-trials/
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And to step back a bit, the entire range of 'control measures' has
definitely more than doubled the total US bioweapon death toll.

While saving no one.

Jim in MN
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And that's from Pfizer alone.  Imagine what it's like for Moderna, which is
said to be more dangerous than Pfizer

XJ033858JH
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Moderna's website has "SOFTWARE OF LIFE™" (more like Software
of Death) and "Our Operating System"...

Yeah, no thanks, Moderna. I like being alive and human, you genocidal,
freak show transhumanists.

GoodyGumdrops
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4 Reply"

17 hours ago
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Well it was a foot race for a while as to whether Cuomo would get more
people killed in nursing homes than the vaccines killed, but at 19,000
plus..........We have a winner!

RagaMuffin
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%

Reply"

17 hours ago

# $

19,000 and an underestimation factor of 41.

That's a BIG number.

DeportThemAll
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4 Reply"

17 hours ago

# $

Less than 3,000 dead Americans sent us to war against Afghanistan and
Iraq. 

AltAlias
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%

4 Reply"

17 hours ago
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People who take these poisonous COVID-19 shots must be insane.

The Future Is Now

%

%

9 Reply"

PREMIUM 17 hours ago

# $

They're mind controlled and don't know it they're literally programmed
by the TV hence the term 'TV programming'. I know people who've
taken the clot shot after infection, yes the programming is that deep. 

snatchpounder
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6 Reply"

17 hours ago

# $

I admit, I almost got the shots after Covid nearly killed me in
October. 

Thankfully, the continued asinine behavior of the vax Nazi's talked
me out of it. 

Blano
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%

6 Reply"

PREMIUM 17 hours ago

# $

And good for you because now you have natural immunity which
is better than any vaccine. 

snatchpounder
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%

4 Reply"

17 hours ago
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Thank God your brain kicked in and saw through the deep
propaganda. 

LasVegasLongLeggs

%

%

Reply"

17 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

Subliminal Telecast Viewing

 

iCdeadSheeple
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%

4 Reply"

17 hours ago

# $

it's murder in the name of public health. that is some dark humor.

besnook10
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%

4 Reply"

17 hours ago
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I don't advocate violence against anyone; and an operating system posing
as a vaccine is a violent attack. If the people ever woke up, they would
arrive at the wrong decision all on their own anyway.

Cult of the Sun
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17 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Only 3000 deaths, yeah ok.

VAERS DATA (Multiply Categories By 10-100X For Actual Numbers Due To
Under-reporting)

https://openvaers.com/covid-data

BorealGhost
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%

3 Reply"

17 hours ago
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Current to Dec. 10

20,244 murdered by jab. Up from 19,886

358 for the week. 51 per day

106,129 hospitalized up from 102,857

3272 for the week. 467 per day

BinAnunnaki
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17 hours ago
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I’m confused (not an unusual state for me).  The FDA says it needs 50-75
years to release the data, yet this is the data they purportedly used to
authorize the shots to be used?

Bay Area Guy
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17 hours ago
 (Edited)
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This is the first few pages. There is a huge stack of unreleased
documentation which they are trying to hold for another 55 years.

You will eat bugs, and you will be happy
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4 1 Reply"

PREMIUM 18 hours ago
 (Edited)

# $

But perhaps the most surprising number in the entire report is that more
than 1K of these cases were fatal in the US. All told, more than 3K deaths
have been linked to the vaccine, something that's in line with the company's
own data.

Only 3K deaths?  BS, according to Dr.Jessica Rose it's 150K deaths in the
U.S. 

https://vaccinedeaths.com/2021-10-11-phd-150000-americans-died-covid-
vaccines.html

snatchpounder
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4 1 Reply"
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al lies, this is a snow job.

liberty2day
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18 hours ago
 (Edited)
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The only real herd immunity so far is that conferred onto Big Pharma by Big
Government.

Xi Joe Ping
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18 hours ago
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Side effects include headache, diarrhea, and death.

Joe Rockhead
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4 Reply"

18 hours ago
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Yeah, totally cool how people who are paralyzed and being fed thru a tube
now, fit in the “general disorders” category…wonder where all the
myocarditis-suffering professional athletes fit…”social circumstances”…
WTF…??

Steponbugs
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4 Reply"

18 hours ago
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If the fake data is showing 1,000 deaths, then...

bruinfan
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4 Reply"

18 hours ago
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Give them time the deaths will be shown to be out of any proportion to the
benefits.

These things are not safe and should have been pulled.

Treatments were available and known but killed to push the jabs.

Crime against humans outright.

 

karzai_luver
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%

3 Reply"

2 hours ago

# $

My free salt water cure is the only free way to kill the virus before it ever gets
to be Covid anything - dead virus - no Covid - simple:

Covid Crusher: Mix one heaped teaspoon of Iodine table salt in a mug of
warm clean water, cup a hand and sniff or snort the entire mugful up your
nose, spitting out anything which comes down into your mouth. If sore, then
you have a virus, so continue morning noon and night, or more often if you
want, until the soreness goes away (2-3 minutes) then blow out your nose
and flush away, washing your hands afterwards, until when you do my
simple cure, you don't have any soreness at all, when you flush - job done.
Also swallow a couple of mouthfuls of salt water and if you have burning in
your lungs, salt killing virus and pneumonia there too.

My simple salt water cure, kills all Coronaviruses and viruses, as soon as
you think you have an infection, or while self isolating, before the viruses
mutate into the disease in your head and body, for which there is no cure.

I have been doing this simple cure for over 27 years and I am and others
never sick from viruses and there is no reason why any of you should be
either - when your only alternative are those vaccines!!

I have been posting the above advice for over 2 years and yet people queue
up to have vaccines - which is crazy

Richard

Richard Noakes
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3 Reply"

3 hours ago
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They have released into the blood stream a foreign material that among
many other issues inflames the capillaries. The spike protein does this.  The
retina is fed by capillaries.  Serious vision issues will be in store for all those
who take the jab.  It is not an if it is a when.

Louie3rd
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3 Reply"

3 hours ago
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/sqTd8LtViqI0/

IT'S BEGINNING TO LOOK A LOT LIKE...

Let's Get It Started

El_Puerco
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One of the best channels on the chute.

Seen this one? Highly recommend!

https://www.bitchute.com/video/05OsGCekumz9/

And the 'medical' establishment
lies: https://www.bitchute.com/video/dg1D18lNImyS/

squib
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3 Reply"

4 hours ago
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"Safe and Effective"

pfedderman
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2 Reply"

4 hours ago
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Neither safe nor effective, but they knew this before these gene drugs
were even brought to market and released them anyway. Massive
media, pharmaceutical and government collusion on a global scale,
was required.

TheSharpenedPen
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3 Reply"

5 hours ago
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On RT.com is published article of Chinese study claim vaccines not work on
Omikron!!

BobyPadok
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... Yeah, and its spreading like a two bit hooker.

El Hosel
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5 hours ago
 (Edited)
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Which hidden faction gave the pharmaceuticals  blanket immunity from
lawsuits re this experimental vaccine at the beginning of the pandemic ?

That group or person(s) should be detained and waterboarded for their
crimes against humanity. I am sure that Klaus Schwab and Soros know the
answer but wont say.

Fahrenheit2021
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5 hours ago
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according to entrepreneur and independent researcher steve kirsch, the
actual number of covid deaths can be fairly accurately ascertained as being
between 41 (forty-one) and 44 (forty-four) times higher than the officially
stated number. by kirsch`s calculations (reviewed and confirmed by a
second statistician) the total number of covid deaths should be
approximately 388`000 or, in words, three hundred and eighty-eight
thousand dead.

https://stevekirsch.substack.com/p/latest-vaers-estimate-388000-
americans

donkey_shot
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1 Reply"

1 hour ago
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he's completely full of sh1t

this is what happens when you just MAKE SH1T UP, you get any
number you wanna get 

Poet1cJust1ce
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3 2 Reply"

6 hours ago
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No flu again this year? If they weren't so criminal it would be funny. 

Pearls to Swine
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3 Reply"

7 hours ago
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Obese couch potatoes are croaking so you must risk your own healthy life
with the clot shot!

moonmac
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7 hours ago
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If it looks like a duck and walks like a duck and quacks like a duck... it's a
coincidence, surely.

JMRPete
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7 hours ago
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 Remember when they used to shut down use of drugs when they only killed
a couple of dozen people?  I guess we don't do that now that we have a
dementia-ridden, retarded pedophile in the white house now.

Ironclaw
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3 1 Reply"

7 hours ago
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This post (and other evidence) demonstrate the communist Chinese
coronavirus strains and permutations were intentionally financed,
engineered-manufactured and released world wide, and treated as a serious
virus (when it was not so) by nefarious criminal Anthony Fauci and his
criminal supporters and enablers (I.e., Deborah Birx, Rochelle Walensky,
Francis Collins, Bill Gates, DAVOS MEMBERSHIP, Harvard University,
enablers and supporters of cop26 and the WEF (world economic forum)
originator of  the “great reset” and 4-IR, the media - social and broadcast
and print, US and foreign corporations, the US Congress and justice
department, the US Supreme Court, the IRS, Federal and state and local
governments, the NIH and the CDC and the WHO, the Federal Reserve) for
the purpose: (1) to restrict, lock down and eliminate American taxpayers
constitutional rights and freedoms, (2) to crush and eliminate the American
middle class jobs and careers and small-to-medium businesses, (3) to
intentionally ignore the human immune system capability to defeat the
coronavirus negative health outcomes, (4) to force mass vaccinations on
American citizens using fake ineffective vaccines and fraudulent PCR
testing, (5) to enrich pharmaceutical companies - Pfizer and Moderna and
J&J, foreign businesses and US corporations and share holders, Bill Gates
and Anthony Fauci and their supporters, (6) to establish totalitarian,
communist and fascist controls, identification controls, and propaganda -
materials and channels , against American taxpayers at the federal and state
and local levels of governments, (7) to utilize the media - social and
broadcast and print, as propagandists for totalitarian, fascist and communist
- socialist controls against American taxpayers at national and state and
local levels to divide citizens, (8) to enable the Federal Reserve (a) to print
and distribute monies for markets speculation activity, (b) to enable, support
and work with US and international corporations and Governments [foreign
and domestic - at all levels] to generate intentional artificial supply chain
roadblocks, Inflation constraints and shortfall outcomes for all manufactured
products (e.g., automotive), and all fuels - liquid, propane and natural gas,
and all food products, thereby negatively impacting all American citizens
placing them in harms way for outcomes of significant financial risk, and
failure of a decent U.S. standard of living for health, well-being and sense of
security, (9) to coerce the 2020 election outcomes to enable criminal
and corrupt communist-democrat candidates to obtain US government
positions (in federal and state and local governments (e.g., local school
boards of education) through intentional voter fraud actions, (10) to enable
and support delivery of actual DNA of millions from the world’s populations
to the communist Chinese party through Covid PCR testing for the
development-engineering-manufacture of future biological weapons and
DNA manipulation; all of these corrupt persons and criminals must be
prosecuted and imprisoned for their crimes and actions, and human
aggression against American taxpayers and humanity,  while operating in
plain sight or in the shadows…

whatisthat1
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Top tip: Paragraphs make a wall of text much easier to read.

Agent Smith
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Please remember, paragraphing is your friend.

JMRPete
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Some truth used to sell lies. 

Pearls to Swine
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3 1 Reply"

9 hours ago

# $

'covid' is an engineered bioweapon.  It turned out to be useless for the
conventional battlefield, or as a 'gene therapy', but it's very effective when
combined with a mass psychological operation.  'covid' is used as the
backdrop, while there's a coordinated effort between the various levels
of government and media to operationalize a fear and manipulation
campaign.  An army of useful idiots has been deployed in support of this.  

'vaccination' is not for prevention of disease, but to establish mental
compliance and domination over the body.  If one agrees to be injected with
god-knows-what, any future command will likely be followed.  The
'sweetener' for the likes of Fauci is that these injections provide a steady
income stream and act as a platform for the delivery of the next iteration
of targeted biological operations.

The objective is 500 million as quickly and as painlessly as possible,
and they want to be kind and gentle about it on a best efforts basis.  Call it
'build back better' or 'great reset'  or 'apocalypse', but that's what these
sick, demented, and deluded folks want.

Smerf
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PREMIUM 7 hours ago
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That’s 500 million left, which means 7 billion dead quickly    Right? 

rjd0308
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The Governments must get this data if not from CDC then from their own in
country Stats. Any elected Government person or Official that are aware of
these numbers and do nothing are guilty of Democide (killing of people by
the Government) .

These people cannot claim ignorance or following "Scientist" advice, these
people are going to pay

Obamanism666
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12 hours ago
 (Edited)
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So let me get this straight...

There are a "real", "estimated" 400,000 Covid deaths and there are at least
1000 deaths by Vaxx.  So your odds of dying from the Vaxx is 0.25%

And the odds of dying from Covid without having been vaxxed across all
age groups is around 0.25%

Hmmmm.  I feel like there is a conclusion to draw from this, but I can't quite
put my finger on it....

dbsbunker
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3 Reply"

12 hours ago
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https://www.jhunewsletter.com/article/2020/11/a-closer-look-at-u-s-
deaths-due-to-covid-19

Read the "update" then read the pdf linked for "historical" purposes.

There is no escaping the censorship and malfeasance of the medical
mafia.  Fauci needs to hang.

calculator
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where in the F @ss did you pull these numbers from??!?

there have been 300M doses of vax in the USA

what people need to grasp is there is no definitive risk from C19
mortality that does not include an analysis of other variables such as
age (which correlates with health)

it merely increases age-proportionate mortality

Poet1cJust1ce
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 (Edited)
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To continue my comment from earlier, demented Joe and co conspirators
are have a rough time explaining why the vaxxed need to keep
getting boosters since their vaxx don't work (if it works then why boosters
are needed and what the actually fvck are in the cocktail???) and why the
unvaxxed needs to get the injection since it is supposed to work on them
but does not prevent transmission!!!!

Their narrative is falling apart and they know it is and the only choice they
have is keep the lies going which in turns wakes up more people, even
people who've had two doses are questioning if they've been had. 

bazuka777
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1 Reply"

12 hours ago
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i think there is a very good chance that at least some of the
individual vaccine batch lots got auctioned off to the highest bidder for
the rights to add toxicants that will cause specific diseases and
terminal cancers to provide a pool of human subjects that will have no
medical treatment option other than human trials for experimental
therapies created by the very people that bid to add the toxicant to the
vaccine lot that caused their terminal illness…

paranoid.dragon
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that is true since they cannot just have the real toxic sh*t in all shots,
hundred million would have dropped dead the next day and they
can't have that cause that'd be the end of all of their control.

bazuka777
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Alex Berenson on substack wrote an article about "hot lots".
Something like 6% of the lots caused 100% of the adverse
reactions. This whole "experiment" stinks.

misgivings
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The Tokyo Medical Association approved Ivermectin for treatment of
coronavirus infection in Japan. Why hasn't Joe the Shithole banned
American travel to Japan if 'vaccine injections' are so critical and
mandatory?

RoboFascist 1st
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Because he is senile geriatric that fills his diaper with the same $hit
that exists between his ears.

Doc-Com
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Why the extremist hostility against those doctors and treatments that are
succssful without 'vaccine injections'?

RoboFascist 1st
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Now we know why they want to release 50 pages a year until the year 3762.

By then, all grievances of ancestors should exceed global warming human
annihilation. 

Ronbo007
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Take the jab to celebrate Christmas with your Fams?
I will be singing Feliz Navi Don’t 

BinAnunnaki
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One ton of mayo.

NoMasIlegales
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LOL!

FLgirl
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LOL!!!! 

FLgirl
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https://www.sott.net/article/462292-Navy-SEALs-stand-up-to-Biden-File-
lawsuit-over-decision-to-implement-vax-mandate

InfiniteIntellRules
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14 hours ago
 (Edited)
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The UK has 12 confirmed Omicron deaths out of 45K confirmed cases. This
is a fatality rate of .027% (lower than the mortality rates of the vaccinations
as measured by the FDA).  Maybe we can get it FDA approved.

Ozarkian
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Major Chinese city locks down to control Covid outbreak

The outbreak in Xi’an city — population 13 million — stems from the delta
variant, authorities said.

Xi’an city’s confirmed coronavirus case count is far lower than what other
cities have reported overseas. But the city has also reported an unspecified
number of hemorrhagic fever cases, a high mortality disease transmitted by
rodents.

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/12/23/major-chinese-city-locks-down-to-
control-covid-outbreak.html

CheapBastard
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They simply require more jabs.

Oldwood
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OMG it's the RATS this time!  

 

SubZero13
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Donald Joseph Mengele Trump wants this in your veins, and your children’s.

But boy Biden is just his lil bitch deliveryboy.https://m.youtube.com/watch?
v=1cmVkOgZJPE

Warlock 1976
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This place is getting obscene on the amount of censorship...

Pax Romana
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 (Edited)
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Its also stinking with dummFuuk trolls whose only consolation about
dying from their 13th booster shot means they WON'T be dying from
getting that

Anally
Injected
Death
Sperm

SonOfSammm
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🤡💉🐑🌈

Warlock 1976
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If you are not a dummFuuk troll, please tell us what variety of
dummFukk you are exactly.

Trumpty Dumpty
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Lol did you try to cuss? Try f(u)ck or similar. AI my (a)ss.

TheLastTrump
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I did and do... lol. they censor everything now.

Pax Romana
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Xxxshitxxx seems to work

Otto Skorzeny
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The worst "adverse reaction" has been the final confirmation of the loss of
all liberty. Only illusions exist, the voluntary relinquishment of liberty for the
lie of "following the science" or worse still...patriotism. 

Destroy the republic to save it....true patriotism.

Oldwood
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Start poppin' all ye Trumptytards.  Donnie says he wants to see you all
vaxed!

oterap
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Biden gave Donnie boy all the credit.  He’s turning out to be quite the
delivery boy too!

Its all true

Warlock 1976
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Amazing how you two can ask your daddies to help you type the big
words while giving each other deep tissue oral massages

SonOfSammm
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🙀😘🤡💉🐑🌈

Warlock 1976
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Less than 2% have complications from covid (or it’s variants). Why force
everyone to get jabbed?

Thats like saying two people of color are a criminal therefore they are all
criminals

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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I would like to read the research that resulted in the identification/isolation of
the covid19 virus...please aid me

Hello Cosstt Nada
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🦗

 

LasVegasLongLeggs
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The CIA has all that paperwork from before they gave the Chinese the
prototype virus.  

Reel Red Snapper
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There is no value there, it's all lies. Look how tiny cardio is.

Ms No
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How and the phvck did the pharmaceutical companies get immunity from
lawsuits?

Someone in family dies from the vaccine some pays the price

You_Cant_Quit_Me
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Be ready to fly to Tel Aviv.   

Reel Red Snapper
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"The Unvaccinated". It sounds like a Clint Eastwood western.

Lionel Mandrake
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The needle with no blame

High plains injector

Pokey Wales

 

Big iron
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For a few boosters more

Lucky Guesst
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Good!

Can I try?
 

Two Jabs For Sister Sara 

BinAnunnaki
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Two Boosts for Sister Karen

Jim in MN
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Well played my man!

murpheus
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The Jab Enforcer

Every Which Way You Can Vaxx

Sudden Adverse Vaxx Impact

risk.averse
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He already made The Dead Pool 

BinAnunnaki
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Sooooo we were right all along?

This is me waiting for an apology:

Walter Melon
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3 Reply"

This is me waiting for an apology:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

...

... still waiting ...

 

 

 

 

 

 

.... nope, still waiting
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Naughty boy, think of all the trees they had to cut down to make
that paper for you to write on.

 

What would GRETA say?

😂🤣

.

JOHNLGALT.
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JohnGalt your comments are longer...a LOT longer...than the article. No one
will read them. I had to ignore you just to keep from paging down a lot. 

BryanM
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 (Edited)
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I've done the research to bring it to people who may not have the
time.

I could not care less whether you take anything from it. People like
you are the PROBLEM.

🦨

 

This is a WAR between GOOD V"s EVIL.  Pick your side.

JOHNLGALT.
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📌📌📌📌

FOR ALL OF THE 

🐍🐍🐍

TROLLS 

🐍🐍🐍

IN THE COMMENT
SECTION, refute this:

358 Athlete Cardiac Arrests, Serious Issues, 204 Dead, After COVID
Shot 

 

OXFORD STUDY SHOCKER: 1 in 100 Vaccinated Individuals Were
Admitted to Hospital or Died with Arrhythmia During Study Period   
 By Jim Hoft   Published December 20, 2021.

 

The Oxford researchers reveal that 1 in 100 or 1% of all vaccinated
individuals were admitted to the hospital or died with arrhythmia or
irregular heartbeat. 

 

https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2021/12/oxford-study-shocker-1-
100-vaccinated-individuals-admitted-hospital-died-arrhythmia-study-
period/   

1. 16/12/2021 Rhode Island, USA Dead
Meaghan McGonagle (41), Cranston High School East boys and girls
Volleyball coach and business teacher. Cranston Mayor Ken Hopkins
said “This is a young woman, 41 years old, in good health, that had
the early vaccinations” but she “had been hospitalized for about a
week prior to her death.”  News Story  News Story2

2. 16/12/2021 New Zealand Dead
Taniela Moa (36), Section Paloise, former Tonga international rugby
union player, who played mostly in New Zealand and France, died
suddenly. No cause of death  News Story

3. 16/12/2021 Murcia, Spain
José Javier Ros (aka Monas) (22), UCAM Murcia footballer withdrew
from the rest of the season after being diagnosed with
pericarditis.  News Story News Story2

4. 16/12/2021 Spain Dead
Dani Chabrera (29), Lokomotiv Tashkent football goalkeeping coach in
Uzbekistan. He returned to Spain but became ill and died. News Story

5. 17/12/21 Los Angeles USA
Donald Parham (24) Los Angeles Chargers (NFL) tight end player
collapsed in mid-air while taking a flying touchdown catch. He had
received two Covid-19 vaccines and a booster. His arms were shaking
as he was wheeled off. It appears clear that his left arm locked up
before his helmet hit the ground – that seems to be why he didn’t
handle the recovery well. The Chargers report he suffered a
concussion, but the video tells a different story, a fraction of a second
before his helmet touched down and his head suddenly threw back.
The key to seeing this is to watch the action from the sideline, one
frame at a time.  News Story

6. 19/12/2021 Spain
Oscar Cabrera (26), Cantbasket Basketball player during a match,
Oscar took the ball but collapsed face-first before he could make a
pass. He can be seen twitching in the video. He was transferred to
hospital.  News Story  Video  
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If your menstruation cyclus is ft up, it's just your body reacting to the super-
doopy vaccine. Nothing to see here. 17.000 cases in Holland. And that is
just the people who took the effort to report.

(all in Dutch): Lareb ontving 17.000+ menstruatiestoornissen, 500+
bloedingen post-menopauze na vaccinatie

 

Granny bleeding again is pretty normal. Just some reactions you would get
with your "going-to-the-tropics" vaccine as well.

Dutchdope
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I want to stay alive for one thing.

To be clear, nothing against those that do...but I've never hunted or had the
urge to in my life.

But when this kicks off...it's game on.  It'll be the greatest safari in the
history of mankind. To the ends of the earth. 

And it's a " target rich" environment. 

NoPension
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But what difference does it make at this point?...let us stay the course! The
end always justifies the means!

Zambasics
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Dead......" general disorder"

NoPension
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It's a thousand times that number. 

Bugdog@21
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>"general disorders"

Welcome General Brandon!

Thank you man, you are relieved, let the disorder begin!

I Write Code
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But, but,..but,  the FDA's Advisory Board approved the Pfizer use for
children!  Just have a look at how Godly their credentials are!!  All bow to
the FDA's Advisory Board!

Alien 851

    FDA Committee Members Reviewing Pfizer Vaccine For Children
Have Worked For Pfizer, Have Big Pfizer Connections
    
    • Acting Chair Arnold S. Monto was a paid Pfizer consultant as
recently as 2018.
    • Steven Pergam got the Pfizer vaccine: Building trust in safe and
effective COVID-19 vaccines (fredhutch.org)
    • Archana Chatterjee worked on a research project related to
vaccines for infants between 2018-2020, and the research project
was sponsored by Pfizer.
    • Myron Levine has mentored some U.S. post-doctoral fellows,
and one of his proteges happens to be Raphael Simon, the senior
director of vaccine research and development at Pfizer.
    • James Hildreth, temporary voting member, made a financial
interest disclosure for this meeting in which he disclosed more than
$1.5 million in relevant financial interests, including his work as
president of Meharry Medical College, which administers Pfizer
Coronavirus vaccines.
    • Geeta K. Swamy is listed as the chair of the “Independent Data
Monitoring Committee for the Pfizer Group B Streptococcus Vaccine
Program,” a committee sponsored by Pfizer. Duke University states
that “Dr. Swamy serves as a co-investigator for the Pfizer COVID-19
vaccine trial.”
    • Gregg Sylvester previously served as a vice president for Pfizer
Vaccines, where he launched Pfizer vaccines including one for
children.
    • Scott Gottlieb Recent FDA Commissioner  is on Pfizer’s board
of directors.
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The corruption stinks to the high heavens!

Yogizuna
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It feels like humanity is really in a simulation. The reality we used to know is
gone. Critical thinking has been replaced by blind obedience.

Definitions are re-written, data has no correlations to facts. Trusted
institutions are behaving like medieval overlords.

Expert understandings are replaced by opinions from talking heads. Its all
going round and round.

And its all possible because, in the end, humans cant be trusted with
anything of endearing value.

3.14159
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Very unfortunately, you last paragraph is true. 

Yogizuna
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Wondering how much longer the media can continue to cover up covid vax
deaths with high profile athletes dropping dead on TV.  Sort of like the Let's
Go Brandon moment gaining momentum.

liber8tor
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The human body (engine) and vaccines (sand), a simple explanation of how
they work, or don't.

Engine, Lubrication, Power, Power Additives, Sand, Death.

The vaccines go directly into your blood supply which is a closed system
and putting Herbal things into your body (like by mouth) or any other way,
simply won't do anything.

Think of a car engine - the blood supply is the oil in the engine, which keeps
the engine  lubricated and the parts moving. It is a closed system.

The food you put in your mouth is the Petrol or Gas, which provides the
power that makes the engine run. It is a closed system.

Putting the suggested herbal detoxes (Power Additives) into the mouth -
think Petrol or Gas, is going to have no impact on the oil lubrication system,
because the two are separate, closed systems and while both are needed to
make an engine run, they do that by different means, Lubrication and Power
and not one, or the other, alone.

Once the vaccines are in your body (think sand) there is no way to get them
out and you are in "for the ride of your life" when whatever happens,
happens, when it does, because that is the intention of the vaccines (sand)
that shortens the life of the car engine considerably and will eventually
cause it to seize (death).

My take on "Herbal cures" or Power Additives, is that they are another
scam, to take advantage, through fear and hope, of the vulnerable, with
"cures" which simply can't work (as above), their purpose to fleece those
with vaccine (sand) related illnesses and eventually death, stealing their
money, through fear and hope.

You cannot undo, what you have done to your body, by agreeing to have the
vaccines!!

Mercola has stopped me from posting there, as a result of the above (which
I posted on his site) which tells you exactly what?

Do you think that he has confirmed or denied, by his action, what I have
said above?

I just hate anyone taking advantage of the pandemic and vaccines to grow
"grossly richer", off the vulnerable, by sowing seeds of hope, to have them
dashed away, later on, when the expected benefits fail to materialize.

I guess it is a "me" thing - I get a Seniors Government Pension, barely
enough to keep body and soul together and I offer my free salt water cure,
to save as many as I can, for no other reason than I care and you all matter
to me - surely, in a time of terror, such as these viruses, Covid and deaths,
we should all be supporting each other and putting this pandemic down -
which my free cure would do, if we all acted together with it - and yet you
get people getting rich from viruses (think Covid) and vaccines, with no
thought of anyone else, except their own greed and fuck you!!

Richard

Richard Noakes
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Are you a comedic writer?

Shootstraight
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mRNA vaccinated people worldwide are products, patented goods,
according to US law, “no longer human”.Esme Coetzee 10 Dec 2021 at 4:55
PM #63403 GMO HUMANS
https://ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-
horrors/  All the Covid-19 “vaccine” patents mention gene deletion. All the
patents except one, mention “complimentary DNA” (cDNA). cDNA is a
chimeric mRNA cocktail that’s being coded into Human cells using artificial
genetic sequences in cross-species genomics. According to the US
Supreme Court ruling in 2013, altering Humans with cDNA makes them
patent eligible. The court documents show that cDNA is made using
modified bacterium and Supreme Court judges ruled it patent eligible. This
means that a plant, animal or Human, could be patented and owned if first
genetically modified with cDNA. Mark Steele summarized it perfectly by
stating: In the US, the Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinated people
worldwide are products, patented goods, according to US law, no longer
human. Through a modified DNA or RNA vaccination, "the mRNA
vaccination", the person ceases to be human and becomes the OWNER of
the holder of the modified GEN vaccination patent, because they have their
own genome and are no longer “human” (without natural people), but
“trans-human”, so a category that does not exist in Human Rights. The
quality of a natural person and all related rights are lost. This applies
worldwide and patents are subject to US law. Since 2013, all people
vaccinated with GM-modified mRNAs are legally trans-human and legally
identified as trans-human and do not enjoy any human or other rights of a
state, and this applies worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents
are under US jurisdiction and law, where they were registered.”
https://blogs.scientificamerican.com/guest-blog/new-supreme-court-
decision-rules-that-cdna-is-patentablewhat-it-means-for-research-and-
genetic-testing/
2013 USA In a unanimous decision last month, the Supreme Court ruled
that naturally occurring genes are not patentable. But, said the Court, cDNA,
a man-made copy of the genetic messenger in cells, is patentable. On June
13, 2013, the United States Supreme Court brought an end to the long and
drawn-out legal battle over the question of whether isolated gene
sequences are eligible subject matter for patent protection. In Association
for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics1 the U.S. Supreme Court
reached a rare unanimous decision. Breaking with decades of U.S. Patent
and Trademark Office (USPTO) practice, and showing no deference to the
USPTO, the Court held that an isolated DNA molecule is not patent-eligible
subject matter, if its nucleotide sequence is identical to a naturally occurring
gene sequence. In contrast, an isolated DNA molecule with a sequence that
is different from any naturally occurring gene sequence, such as a
complementary DNA (cDNA), expressly remains patent-eligible.
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You have a lot of time on your hands

Shootstraight
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Wouldn't be surprised if the death count was closer to 100,000.

sirlonewolf
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Another conspiracy theorist who has no clue about facts but likes to
make things up.

Shootstraight
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Here is a funny one - I thought it hilarious: Double Vaccinated Are A Threat
To The Triple Vaccinated
December 21, 2021
One of the top doctors in Ontario has warned that the double vaccinated are
a threat to the triple vaccinated and advises those who haven’t yet received
the third dose of the Covid-19 vaccine against celebrating with their elderly
loved ones. This comes in correlation with the outbreak of the new Omicron
variant, and it effectively throws off quite a few family plans for people who
had hoped to get together.
“Avoid social contact with anyone older,” even if the person has received
two doses of the Covid-19 vaccine, said Dr. Kieran Moore, Ontario chief
medical officer of health, on Friday.
“If you are going to interact, I’d do it outdoors with masking and distancing
in place. I hope the weather stays reasonable across Ontario to enable that
because I think all of us have to learn for the last 20 months to best protect
those that are older in our communities,” said Moore upon being asked if it
was worth the risk to visit a grandparent over the holidays if vaccinated
thrice.
“I’m sorry to recommend that.”
Moore said people planning to celebrate with someone at risk of infection
should be given a third dose or booster dose.
“Once we get better understanding of the severity of this virus, we’ll
communicate that to all Ontarians,” he said. “At present, it’s affecting a
younger population. We’re very concerned about how it could infect others,
so those that are older.”
Ontario's top doctor advises against seeing your triple jabbed grandparent if
you're double jabbed, stay outside in a mask pic.twitter.com/P0ZQipgjdZ
— Popper (@Kukicat7) December 18, 2021
Several families are hoping to have a gathering this year after not being able
to do the same the year prior while the vaccinations were only in their initial
phase. By 2020, all Ontario residents had been asked to simply celebrate
with their family members and chat with family members and close friends
via means of the internet.
Dr. Peter Juni, scientific director of the Ontario COVID-19 Science Advisory
Table, on Wednesday, said that six months after the second dose, a person
is likely to be infected as “high as somebody who was never vaccinated.”
He added that at this point, the entire definition of vaccination needs to be
changed to include the third dose.
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changed to include the third dose.
Within the same day, the province expanded booster vaccination eligibility
for all adults in Ontario, shortening the gap between the second and third
dose to three months. Reinstatement of the capacity constraints for large
indoor facilities, including sports and leisure facilities were introduced.
Meanwhile, 16,000 physicians and medical scientists around the world
signed a declaration publicly declaring that healthy children should not be
vaccinated for COVID-19 as COVID vaccines are “irreversible and potentially
permanently damaging.”
As per the data shared by the Chandigarh health authorities, around 77% of
the new cases of Covid reported from the city in November were fully
vaccinated. Out of the cases that were fully vaccinated and tested COVID-
19 positive, only 10% of them, including patients with comorbidities,
required hospitalisation.
A major Japanese medical bulletin study has warned that the risk of dying
from the COVID-19 vaccine for people in their 20s maybe 40 times
higher than the disease itself.
There are numerous infant and child deaths after COVID
vaccination reported according to VAERS data.
Documents released by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reveal that
drugmaker Pfizer recorded nearly 160,000 adverse reactions to its Covid-19
vaccine in the initial months of its rollout.
GreatGameIndia

And here is me - not vaccinated at all - I use my free salt water cure (see
below) to kill viruses before they evolve into Covid over the 10 to 14 days of
self isolation (don't you think that is odd?) I will live to survive this pandemic
- how many of you vaccinated, by now, can say that?
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Probably less than 1% of actual is registered as there is active effort to
suppress reports !!!!

https://twitter.com/OpenVAERS

LA_Goldbug
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Meaningless numbers because they have no comparison group at all and do
not even state how many total people were vaccinated in this count of
"adverse EVENTS," not "adverse REACTIONS."

I DON'T GOAL SEEK. I want real numbers and real facts even for points of
view I agree with, and I am someone who refused the vaccine and went on
record in a televised interview on RT that NAMED me and NAMED my
employer ON RECORD who terminated me for my refusal:

Here's the raw audio for those who don't believe me when I say what
they don't want to hear:

https://thegreatrecession.info/blog/wp-content/uploads/RT-Interview-
on-My-Vax-1.m4a

(I share that because the interview I have audio for gave much more info
than the televised clips that left much on the cutting-room floor.)

I think the vaccine will turn out to be very bad news -- or I fear it will -- but
that does not make these raw numbers reported here meaningful. They
mean nothing without a control group. Thousands of deaths among millions
of vaccinated people is exactly the number of deaths you SHOULD have.
People die, whether vaccinated or not, and that is ALL these raw numbers
who. People died at what would appear to be the normal number of deaths
one would expect if the vaccine never existed. I mean thousands of deaths
among literally hundreds of millions of people is nothing.

That doesn't mean there are not serious problems with these vaccines, as I
say in my interview, BUT it doesn't mean there are either. It MEANS nothing
BECAUSE there is no count given of the total people who were tracked in
this report, and there is no comparison given to either the general
population OR an unvaccinated control group. So, MEANINGLESS
mathematically.

I'm interested in TRUTH, not baloney, even when the baloney supports what
I believe. Don't need it. I expect better.

Knave Dave
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And why would I believe anything coming from big pharma, the CDC or
FDA?  They all lie as millions are dying or experiencing severe negative
reactions to mRNA poison injections.

Tombstone
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